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Abstract
In this thesis the properties of proteins and membranes are studied by
molecular dynamics simulations. The subject is decomposed into parts addressing free energy calculations in proteins, mechanical inclusion models for
lipid bilayers, phase transitions and structural correlations in lipid bilayers
and atomistic lipid bilayer models. The work is based on results from large
scale computer simulations, quantum mechanical and continuum models. Efﬁcient statistical sampling and the coarseness of the models needed to describe
the ordered and disordered states are of central concern.
Classical free energy calculations of zinc binding, in metalloproteins, require a quantum mechanical correction in order to obtain realistic binding
energies. Classical electrostatic polarisation will inﬂuence the binding energy
in a large region surrounding the ion and produce reasonable equilibrium
structures in the bound state, when compared to experimental evidence.
The free energy for inserting a protein into a membrane is calculated with
continuum theory. The free energy is assumed quadratic in the mismatch
and depend on two elastic constants of the membrane. Under these circumstances, the free energy can then be written as a line tension multiplied by
the circumference of the membrane inclusion. The inclusion model and coarse
grained particle simulations of the membranes show that the thickness proﬁle
around the protein will be an exponentially damped oscillation.
Coarse-grained particle simulations of model membranes containing mixtures of phospholipid and cholesterol molecules at diﬀerent conditions were
performed. The gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition is successively weakened with increasing amounts of cholesterol without disappearing even at a
concentration of cholesterol as high as 60%.
A united atom parameterization of diacyl lipids was constructed. The
aim was to construct a new force ﬁeld that retains and improves the good
agreement for the ﬂuid phase and at the same time produces a gel phase at
low temperatures, with properties coherent with experimental ﬁndings. The
global bilayer tilt obtains an azimuthal value of 31◦ and is aligned between
lattice vectors in the bilayer plane. It is also shown that the model yield a
correct heat of melting as well as heat capacities in the ﬂuid and gel phase of
DPPC.
Keywords: Quantum corrections, Coordination structure, Polarisation,
Phase transitions, Kelvin diﬀerential equation, Line tension, Elastic membrane models, Molecular particle models, Zinc binding, Cholesterol and Phospholipids

Sammanfattning
Ämnet för denna avhandling är biologisk fysik i molekyldynamiksimuleringar. Arbetet är uppdelad i fria energiberäkningar för proteiner, fasövergångar i biologiska membran, strukturella korrelationer i lipidmembran, mekaniska modeller för
lipidmembran och atomistiska lipid modeller. Arbetet är baserad på resultat från
storskaliga datorsimuleringar, kvantmekaniska och analytiska modeller.
Artikel I : En systematisk molekyldynamik (MD) studie av zink bindning i en
peptid, som härmar det strukturella bindningsstället i hästlever alkoholdehydrogenas (HLADH), utfördes. De fyra zinkbindande cysteinerna muterades successivt till
alaniner för att studera stabiliteten, koordination av zink och den fria bindningsenergin. Zinkjonen är koordinerad med fyra svavel i den nativa peptiden precis som
i röntgenstrukturer för HLADH. När cysteinerna ersätts av alaniner blir zinkjonens koordinerande svavel ersatt av vattents syreatomer och/eller syreatomerna
i polypeptidryggradens karbonylgrupper. Med två eller färre cysteiner, ökar koordinationstalet från fyra till sex, medan antalet varierar mellan fyra och sex
med tre cysteiner, beroende på vilken av cysteinerna som ersatts med en alanin.
Fria bindnings energier beräknades för zinkjonen i de olika proteinerna genom att
utföra termodynamisk integration med klassisk molekyldynamik. De klassiska bindinignsenergierna blev sedan korrigerade med energier från kvantmekaniska klusterberäkningar. Det ﬁnns en rimlig korrelation med experimentella bindande fria
energier [1] även om den experimentellt observerade bristen på bindning, för tre av
de mutanter med en cystein, inte reproducerats. Slutligen beräknades röntgenabsorption ﬁnstruktur (XAFS) spektra från MD strukturerna.
Artikel II : Grovkorniga simuleringar av modellmembran, som innehåller blandningar av lipid- och kolesterolmolekyler vid olika koncentrationer och temperaturer,
utfördes. En slumpmässig blandning observerades, utan några tendenser till segregation eller bildning av domäner. Fasövergången från den kristallina gel- till vätskefasen försvagades successivt med ökande mängder av kolesterol utan att försvinna
helt ens vid en koncentration av kolesterol så hög som 60%. Fasövergångstemperaturen
ökade något i samband med ökad kolesterolkoncentration. Gelé systemen övergick,
med ökande mängder av kolesterol, från en solid ordnad fas till en ordnad vätskefas.
I den fasta fasen avklingade amplituden för svängningarna i den radiella fördelningsfunktionen algebraiskt med en prefaktor som går till noll vid den fast-ﬂytande
övergången.
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Artikel III : Den fria energin för att sätta in ett felpassat membranprotein in i
ett membran beräknas inom ramen för en kontinuumteori för membranet. För ett
cylindriskt membran, visar vi att den fria energin kommer att vara kvadratisk i den
hydrofoba felpassningen och vidare bero på två elastiska konstanterna hos membranen, områdets kompressibilitetsmodul och böjmodul. Under ganska allmänna
omständigheter, kan den fria energin skrivas som en linjespänning multiplicerad
med omkretsen av protein i membranplanet. För ett vätskemembran kommer
linjespänningen att vara upp till ca 10 pN (vid till en maximal felmatchning på
cirka 30%). I gelfasen eller för membran med kolesterol, kan linjespänningen vara
större. Membranets tjockleksproﬁl runt proteinet kommer att vara en exponentiellt
dämpad svängning med en klart observerbar extrempunkt innan jämviktstjockleken
hos bulkmembranet är nådd. Formen hos denna proﬁl kommer att bero ganska svagt
på krökningsradien hos membranproteinet. Formen kommer att vara universell i
termer av en dimensionslös radiell koordinat, som erhålls genom att dividera med
korrelationslängden hos membranet (som ges av dess elastiska parametrar). De
teoretiska resultaten har testats mot grovkorniga simuleringar med ett par olika
membraninneslutningar och funnits vara i god överensstämmelse med dessa.
Artikel IV : En ny atomistisk parametrisering av diacyl lipider, som dipalmiotylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) och dimyristoylfosfatidylkolin (DMPC), har konstruerats
utifrån en blandning av ab-initio beräkningar och mer empiriska sätt att konstruera de potentiella parametrarna. Vi visar att en atomistisk beskrivning av
högre n-alkaner kan reproducera experimentella densiteter om dispersionskoeﬃcienter från ab-initio beräkningar används. Vi härleder en relation för att skala
kraftfältsparametrarna för n-alkanerna utan att ändra densiteter, och samtidigt öka
potentiella energin samt smälttemperaturen. De härledda molekylladdningarna,
hos lipid huvudgruppen, ger upphov till dipol komponenter som överensstämmer
med experiment. Målet har varit att bygga ett nytt kraftfält som behåller och
förbättrar goda egenskaper för vätskefasen och samtidigt producerar en gelfas vid
låga temperaturer, med egenskaper samstämmiga med experimentella resultat.
Gelfasen av diacyl-PC lipider bildar ett regelbundet triangulärt gitter i kolväte
regionen. Membranet erhåller en global tilt med ett azimutal värde på 31◦ , vilket
är linjerat mellan gittervektorerna i membranplanet. Vi visar också att modellen
ger en korrekt smältvärme samt värmekapaciteter i vätskan och gelfasen för DPPC.
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Chapter 1

Background
The study of biological processes is spread out over many length scales. The smallest building blocks can be separated with respect to their functional unit by several
orders of magnitudes. The chemical activity of diﬀerent units vary with time and
often depend on the physical environment. As such a large array of diﬀerent methods, both experimental and theoretical exists, that probe the length and time-scales
of life.
Biological physics is a diverse ﬁeld where computational study is but one part.
The common feature of these soft matter systems is that the underlying complexity
yields the observable properties. The properties of the systems are not always
directly deducible from a simple expression, but rather the complex eﬀect of many
components each interacting in some simple way. Statistical mechanics provides
the essential tools to calculate and study the properties of molecular assemblies. It
also extends to studying properties out of equilibrium such as chemical reactions.
Molecular dynamics is the computational methodology to simulate the equilibrium
properties of the cell as well as the structure of the molecule assemblies that are
essential for life. From Fig. 1.1 it is clear that molecular dynamics (MD) is currently
a tool well suited to the study of small systems such as moderately sized proteins,
lipid mixtures, vesicles and DNA.
A recent development of molecular dynamics are ab-initio methods (AIMD)
that facilitate calculation of dynamical properties of electrons in molecules. These
treat electron correlations in diﬀerent approximations in order to produce a usable wave function that can be propagated in time. One popular method is Car
Parinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) [2] that calculate energy gradients from
atomic pseudo-potentials which usually have the core electrons frozen. Relativistic
electron motion is often not treated, but rather a general purpose description of the
ground state is employed. Thus even though AIMD constitutes a highly detailed
description of a molecule ensemble it still has its inner electrons coarse grained.
In molecular mechanics a large focus is put on computationally eﬃcient algorithms. Even a regular prokaryotic cell is presently too large to be simulated in
1
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Figure 1.1: Where we are working

whole at an atomistic level. Since hydrogen atoms are light and fast one method
of simulating biological systems is by coarse graining (CG). It implies summing
the hydrogen atoms, that do not undergo any chemical reactions, into the nearest
neighboring atom. A net or eﬀective description of the united atom (UA) is then
used instead. One of the ﬁrst types of dynamical descriptions of biological systems
that arose was Brownian dynamics. The erratic movement of pollen in ﬂowers can
be well described by random walk models. Bacteria growth and movement can also
be successfully modelled utilizing coarse grained dynamical (CGD) or Monte Carlo
(MC) methods.
Even the most simple prokaryote cell is deﬁned by its interior and exterior. The
cellular processes that can be conceived as integral to life are non-equilibrium events
that occur in the controlled environment contained by the cell membrane, that
contains a plethora of biologically relevant molecules. It is a scaﬀold for proteins
and protein channels and contain several diﬀerent steroid alcohols and lipids that
together yield a diverse spread in mechanical and thermodynamic properties. Lipid
membranes serve important roles in their natural environment, both as a container
and substrate. Phospholipids such as DiPalmitoylPhosphatidylCholine (DPPC) is
the predominant surfactant in our lungs and helps mediate air into our bloodstream.
Water, being the most abundant molecule in any cell, has been studied extensively
using several methods including molecular dynamics. Since its properties are well
known it serves as a reliable test for theoretical models.
Membrane inclusions and regions of diﬀerent mechanical properties can be
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Figure 1.2: The DPPC molecule depicted at diﬀerent levels of coarse graining. a.
shows the all-atom description b. the united atom and c. the martini model [3]

treated within the scope of continuum theory. A protein channel will aﬀect the
embedding lipid membrane. The membrane thickness proﬁle around the protein
will be an exponentially damped oscillation with one clearly observable extreme
point before the equilibrium thickness of the bulk membrane is reached. The shape
of this proﬁle will depend rather weakly of the radius of curvature of the membrane
protein. A gel phase region or membranes with cholesterol rich inclusions will also
obtained a deformed membrane thickness.
Zinc binding peptides, such as alcohol dehydrogenase, are at the heart of the
enzymes that help the body break down alcohol toxins. Enzymes lower the energy
barrier separating free energy minimum. While the main target is ethanol these also
have the ability to break down fatty acids, steroids and retinol. The enzyme can
have adverse eﬀects on health as the breakdown of methanol leads to production of
formaldehyde that embalms proteins and can cause blindness when formaldehyde
aﬀects the retinidine in the eye. The sequence of the zinc binding peptide has a
large eﬀect on the coordination of the zinc ion and the function of the enzyme.
Pure surfactant contain a hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic part. As a result they self assemble into bilayers, vesicles and micelles in both oils and aqueous
solutions and thus serve as important tools in both the food, petroleum and pharmaceutical industry. One of the roles of these are in drug delivery where a tailored
vesicle could fuse with the cell membrane and release drugs into the cell interior.
Both thermomechanical properties as well as the preference to form aggregates are
sensitive to the membrane composition. Two diﬀerent phospholipids can be in
diﬀerent phase states at body temperature and the ability to simulate the proper
phase diagram become important. The addition of steroids will also inﬂuence the
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Figure 1.3: Relation between computer simulation, experiment and theory.
Adapted from Allen and Tildesly [4]

phase diagram and properties of a membrane patch. A stale gelatinous membrane
will be softened and more ﬂuid like with the addition of cholesterol while a ﬂuid
membrane will become more rigid.
The ﬁeld of computational biophysics is and has been a fundamental bridge
between theoretical modelling of soft matter and experiments, see Fig. 1.3. The real
systems are complex so controlled experiments are diﬃcult and analytical models
are not always feasible to derive or applicable. The time and length scales covered
facilitates direct comparison between a large array of experimental methods such
as neutron and x-ray scattering, NMR, Raman and IR techniques. For biological
membranes the structure can be well determined by the static structure factors
obtainable from both neutrons and x-ray scattering. The amount of order in the
membrane can be assessed from the order parameters of the hydrocarbon chains.
These are indirectly accessed from the NMR relaxation times.
Another major use is for testing theory against simulation data. In many cases
approximations are inherent in both the model of the system and in a speciﬁc
analytical solution. One way of reducing the amount of approximations in the particle models is to calculate properties from theories that include less parameters or
from pure ab-initio models. The parameterized interaction models used in classical simulations suﬀer from using large parameter sets and determining or deriving
the correct description is a large obstacle. Should the parameters be determined
for smaller and simpler systems where the interactions can be derived from an
observable or from higher level theory?

Chapter 2

Molecular dynamics
Molecular dynamics has traditionally been conceived as a purely classical or Newtonian simulation method. The temperatures involved in biological systems are
not extreme and an eﬀective ground state description will often incorporate enough
quantum and relativistic eﬀects to produce adequate equilibrium bulk properties
of a given system. The classical description is suﬃcient for many applications and
has historically been the prevailing method of choice. Ab-initio molecular dynamics
is important when studying properties of compounds that depend on the excited
states of electrons that inﬂuence molecular structure or chemical reactions that include bond breaking. It is, however, possible to produce eﬀective potentials that
incorporate many quantum eﬀects. As a result a large set of potentials are usually
required in order to describe biological systems. This parameterized set of potential
functions is usually called the molecular force ﬁeld in classical simulations. Water
is one of the most abundant liquids on this earth and equally abundant means of
simulating the molecular ensemble exists. These include forceﬁeld models, pure
quantum mechanical (QM) descriptions and mixed quantum mechanical with classical molecular mechanical models (QMMM).

2.1

Classical MD

Classical molecular dynamics is based on Newtonian mechanics and the system is
described as composed of N particles. Acting on each is the conservative force
calculated from an energy gradient.
F = −∇V (r)

(2.1)

The set of functions and constants describing how to calculate the potential energy is called the forceﬁeld. The forceﬁeld interactions can be divided into two
computationally distinct classes.
Bonded interactions are short ranged and most often only describe the potential energy of a single molecule or a part of a molecule. Typical interactions are
5
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harmonic potentials for bond lengths and bond angles as well as a Fourier series
describing the dihedral conformation space [5]. The bond interactions are often
held ﬁxed utilizing a constraint algorithm such as LINCS [6]. Bonded interactions
are speciﬁed as a list of predetermined size and as such inﬂuence computational
scaling with a ﬁxed amount for each molecule added to the system.
The other large class of interactions are the non-bonded interactions. These
are calculated for all particle pairs, except those that have an explicit exclusion,
and include electrostatics, low frequency dipole-dipole interactions and a potential
describing the repulsion of the particle cores as well as an attractive potential
stemming from high frequency dipole ﬂuctuations. All of these are cast in simple
analytical forms with analytical derivatives. The non-bonded pairs are calculated
for a maximum of N (N − 1)/2 pairs, which would imply quadratic scaling. By
introducing a cut-oﬀ and performing the summation in both real and Fourier space
the complexity can be reduced to N log N [7]. For the most crude cut-oﬀ method
where long range interactions are discarded one can in general obtain linear scaling.
Once all the forces are known we can simulate the system mechanics. The goal
is to numerically solve the simple diﬀerential equation
F=m

∂2r
∂t2

(2.2)

for all particles and successive time steps. The ﬁrst and most direct updating
scheme was the discrete version of Eq. 2.2 constructed by Verlet [8]. It was limited
by cancellation errors and was preceded by the improved velocity-Verlet integrator.
The default integrator in many simulation packages is called the leap-frog algorithm [9, 10] and was proposed by Hockney. It is implemented in the molecular
dynamics simulation package GROMACS [11] in the form of
(
1 )
v t + ∆t
2
(
)
r t + ∆t

(
1 ) ∆t ( )
= v t − ∆t +
F t
2
m
()
(
1 )
= r t + ∆tv t + ∆t
2

(2.3)
(2.4)

The leap frog algorithm is time-reversible,( but the)kinetic
( energy)at time t must be
evaluated as an average of the energy at t + 21 ∆t and t − 21 ∆t . Since the forces
are known one can also compute the apparent system temperature and pressure
tensor.
Several thermostats exists that can be employed to regulate the kinetic energy
of the simulated system. The simplest and most direct is the Berendsen thermostat [12], which calculates the temperature of the system via the equipartition
theorem. The diﬀerence of the system and the speciﬁed temperature then sets the
scale factor for the velocities. An extension can be employed so that the velocities are scaled in a stochastic fashion for each degree of freedom in the system, as
suggested by Bussi et. al [13].
The pressure tensor is calculated via the diﬀerence in kinetic energy and system
virial scaled with twice the inverse volume. The pressure can then be calculated in
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several directions or isotropically by taking the trace of the pressure tensor. After
which it can be checked towards the reference pressure. If there is a mismatch the
simulation box dimensions are reduced or increased so that the distances in the
virial are changed for the next step [12, 14].

2.2

Quantum mechanics and MD

The very early forceﬁeld descriptions of water are fast and often accurate in respect
to one or several physical properties but are not perceived as accurate for any given
property. For instance the most common water models have ﬁxed bonds and charges
and will as such not yield an IR spectrum in the high frequency regime. Ab-initio
methods are in contrast thought to be qualitatively correct for many properties,
but are generally slow [15] to evaluate. They are computationally more demanding
and can require a more complicated time integrator with smaller time step to be
stable.
A quantum mechanical treatment of molecular systems is important for the understanding of a wide range of applications. One of the largest is modern quantum
chemistry where the electronic structure can yield excited state properties involved
in i.e. photo chemistry or enzymatic reactions. Traditional treatments within
Hartree Fock (HF), quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) or density functional theory
(DFT) are often deduced from the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 2.5).
[ ℏ2
]
ℏ ∂Ψ
−
=−
∇2 − V (r) Ψ
(2.5)
i ∂t
2m
We will focus on the ground state solutions of the stationary equation where
Ψ(r, t) = ϕ(r) and ground state energy are our quantities of interest.
The diﬀusive QMC method ultimately rests on the theoretical path integral
theory as proposed by Feynman [16]. The path integral describing the wave function
can be sampled by utilizing a diﬀusive random walk together with a Monte Carlo
algorithm [4, 17]. By introducing an imaginary time rotation τ = it the Schrödinger
equation can be recast as a classical diﬀusion process where the potential acts as a
source or sinc term.
The Hartree Fock methods instead relies on solving the stationary Schödinger
equation in a pre-deﬁned basis in the Linear Combination of Atom Orbital approximation (LCAO) [18]. Since the potential also becomes a function of the solution
in HF and DFT methods one must iterate the solution space through many passes
until a suﬃciently low error for the electron density can be obtained. In essence
this stationary solution represents a mean ﬁeld solution of the time independent
Schödinger equation. This self consistent procedure is prone to numerical instabilities and the convergence of larger molecular systems can sometimes be compromised
by quantum chaos [19]. This can be explained by the transformation of the true
eigenfunctions in the Hilbert space into non-chaotic basis functions. In the case were
the true eigenfunctions become chaotic this transformation introduce randomness
into the Hamiltonian [20].
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Table 2.1: abbreviations
L(S)DA
GGA
B88
VWN
LYP

Local (Spin) Density Approximation
Generalized Gradient Approximation
Becke 1988
S.H. Vosko, L. Wilk and M. Nusair
Lee Yang Parr

In the past the QMC method have been implemented with success to several hydrogen containing systems[21, 22, 23]. These are also some of the earliest molecular
systems treated with various versions of the path integral Monte Carlo formalism,
see Fig. 2.1. Anderson did early work on the four body problem of hydrogen utilizing
a Greens function and an initial wave function from which one can perform importance sampling[21]. In order to treat molecular systems that contain a large number
of electrons one need to address the sign problem. One early method was done via
a ﬁxed node approximation in which the diﬀerent spin fermions are propagated
independently imposing the ground spin state as a boundary condition[22, 24]. A
more recent version instead ﬁxes the phase of the GS and have proved successful in
the calculation of ﬂuid hydrogen properties[25, 26]. The success of these methods
have also prompted the development of Path Integral Molecular Dynamics (MD),
where the quantum system can be treated via QMC and forces are calculated for
MD.
Density functional theory[27] solves the Schrödinger equation by obtaining the
Ground State (GS) density corresponding to the wave function of the studied system. This is often done by an constructing an initial density and then varying the
density (molecular orbitals or plane waves) along the computed energy gradients in
an iterative fashion until the density with lowest energy has been obtained. Just
as in HF theory the potential becomes a function of the system where the only
unknown in the operator are the exchange correlations (XCs) between diﬀerent
parts of the density. However since we are calculating the density directly we do
not concern ourselves with the two electron integrals present in HF theory. Our
problem is a functional of the density not the wave function and we can thereby
circumvent complexity (we have a lower dimensional problem) but that we need to
make up for with some approximation for the XCs. The exchange correlation is
usually devised so that it tries to circumvent the problem of self-interacting density.
It is the unphysical phenomena where the single electron density interacts with itself. In hybrid functionals a Hartree-Fock exchange term is included to cancel the
self repulsion since both electron exchange and coulomb term is described exactly
in HF theory. Once the GS density is known one can show that this must be the
square of the GS wave function. The kinetic operator is a functional of the density
and it can be treated in many diﬀerent ways, including solving it separately on a
grid. The density can be treated with plane wave pseudo potentials, wavelets or
Gaussian functions. In molecular physics a very common treatment is a formalism
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Figure 2.1: H2 interaction function calculated with diﬀerent methods

similar to that found in HF theory, with Gaussian like basis sets and a kinetic operator similar to the core Hamiltonian of the HF setup. Since DFT solves the density
the problem essentially solves the core Hamiltonian with an exchange correlation
functional to do away with the two electron integrals.
The B3LYP[28] cocktail is a hybrid exchange electron correlation functional
within density functional theory and is given by Eq. 2.6. This is the implementation found in many quantum chemistry software packages. It is mentioned here
because it is the most extensively tested functional in DFT. The G3/05 dataset
shows that the mean absolute deviation in 454 thermochemical values for diﬀerent
compounds is 4.11 kcal mol−1 [29]. The average error associated with calculations
on transition metal complexes has been estimated to be slightly higher, but less
than 5 kcal mol−1 [30].
HF
GGA
B3LY P
LDA
LDA
Exc
= Exc
+ a1 (Exc
− EVLSDA
W N ) + a2 (EB88 − EB88 )
GGA
LDA
+a3 (ELY
a1 = 0.2 a2 = 0.72 a3 = 0.81
P − ELY P ),

(2.6)

The abbreviations of the exchange correlation functionals can be found in Table 2.1
or Beckes article[28].
Of all these ab-initio methods the QMC is by far the slowest and scales poorly
with system size. In Fig. 2.1 we show the potential of H2 calculated with the
mentioned methods. DFT and HF takes a matter of seconds to calculate while the
QMC needs to run for a day.
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Forcefield parameters

A classical description can be derived from quantum mechanical calculations. However there does not exist any eﬃcient method for solving the electron structure of
all the biological elements without introducing some sort of approximation. In the
CPMD program package the computational complexity is reduced via both highly
eﬃcient computational implementation, but also approximations in the electron
wave function calculation. The most important approximation is how the plane
wave pseudo-potentials (PPs), for the atomic species, are implemented and contrasts clearly compared to an atomic orbital representation. Each atom has its
core electrons frozen and exchanged with an analytic function. Two early forms
of psuedo-potentials are the smooth norm conserving pseudo-potentials that were
devised by Martin and Troullier [31] as well as the soft self-consistent pseudopotentials derived by Vanderbilt [32]. Both circumvents the problem of relativistic
core electrons, that are assumed not to play a role in bonding and chemical reactions. In density functional theory one also needs a description of the exchange
correlation in the electronic system. The remaining valence electrons are described
by forming a combination of plane waves in the simulation cell where the wave
function is obtained by self consistently solving the Kohn Sham equations.
How one represent the QM charge density as fractional point charges has been
debated[33] where the most common methods of calculating them are natural
population analysis (NPA), Mulliken population analysis (MKA), the Merz-SinghKollman (MSK) representation[34, 35, 36] or electrostatic potential ﬁtting(ESP) [37].
For any compound one can also calculate the fractional charge by using the electronegativity scale [38]. Electronegativity is the average one-electron energy of the
valence-shell electrons in ground-state free atoms [39].
∑
χA
NBond
qA = NA,valence − NA,lone −
,
(2.7)
χA + χB
Bonds

where N represents the number of electrons and χ the electronegativity. For the
nitrogen atom bound to four carbon atoms in the diacyl-PC head group this would
translate to q ≈ +0.65 if the lone electron is assumed shifted to the phosphate
group. All of these methods will yield diﬀerent values for the fractional charges.
The dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) molecule contains 130 atoms that can
be used to calculate a charge distribution representation for 50 united atoms, see
numbering convention in Fig. 2.2. The united atoms are a coarse grained representation that have the hydrogen contributions summed into nearby carbons.
By
using CPMD for 72 diﬀerent DPPC conformations it is possible to obtain a fractional charge estimate and standard deviation for each atom using ESP. The quantum derived charge data in Table 2.2 were obtained utilizing MT pseudo-potentials
and the BLYP functional as well as ultra soft Vanderbilt pseudo-potentials and the
PBE functional. Each calculation was performed on an isolated DPPC molecule in
vacuum. The energy cutoﬀ was set to 85 Ry and 35 Ry respectively. The previously calculated fractional charges come from Chiu et. al. and the Pauling charges
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Figure 2.2: Numbering convention for the DPPC molecule.

were derived using the electronegativities and the assumption that the nitrogen lone
electron is relocated between the oxygens in the phosphate group, see Table 2.2.
Other forceﬁeld parameters such as bond, angle and dihedral potential can be determined by restraining the quantity of interest while the geometry and wave function
is properly energy minimized. The wave function can then be sampled at several
diﬀerent values in order to produce a classical potential, see Fig 2.3.
Even in molecular systems where the electron clouds electrostatic multi-pole
expansion is essentially zero there will still exist a force stemming from the fast
electron motion. If two electron clouds are reasonably close so that there are no
retardation eﬀects then this force can be formulated as a function of atomic polarizabilities. The London forces then takes a simple form as an expansion in
Cn R−n , with n = 6, · · · where the ﬁrst term is called the dispersion potential.
DFT only treats the correlation eﬀects in the density functional approximately [46]
so the dispersion energy is often underestimated and the repulsion between large
groups will be overestimated. Thus in GS DFT it is highly cumbersome to calculate
the dispersion coeﬃcient correctly so methods have been developed to include it
empirically[47][48]. For large bulk systems it is known that the BLYP functionals
have a purely repulsive interaction [49]. Other methods such as time dependent
(TD)DFT with specialist exchange correlation functionals can sample the high frequency oscillations of electron density better and thus calculate it directly [50] using
the Casimir-Polder integral, but does not include the retardation regime.
For small molecular systems less than ≈ 10 nm the retardation eﬀect will be
negligible and the leading term in the Casimir-Polder integral will dominate. In
larger systems this potential will be screened and decay to zero faster than the r−6
term indicates. The simplest form of this non-bonded interaction was formulated
by Lennard-Jones [51] in the LJ potential
(( σ )12 ( σ )6 ) C
C6
12
VLJ (r) = 4ϵ
−
= 12 − 6 .
(2.8)
r
r
r
r
In classical simulations one needs to determine the repulsive and attractive part of
the LJ potential. For the hydrocarbons the dispersion coeﬃcient can be expressed
as a simple function of the hydrogen and carbon bond polarizabilities [52].
C6 =

)2
3ℏω (
nCH αCH + nCC αCC · k
4

(2.9)
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Table 2.2: The table contains partial charges found in the literature as well as
QM derived charge (QC), with standard deviation. Charges calculated from the
electronegativity scale (PAUL.). Present ﬁnal choice of charges (PRES.). The
CHARMM forceﬁeld charges (CHRM) from ref. [40]. The charges of Jämbäck and
Lyubartsev (JÄMB.) [41] and the charges of Chiu et. al. [42] (also used later by
references [43] and [44]). Finally the Gromos 53A6 charges (53A6) [45].
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
..
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
..
49
50

Type
Cγ
Cγ
Cγ
N
Cβ
Cα
O
P
O
O
O
Cg
Cg
O
Cc
Oc
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH3
Cg
Og
Cc
Oc
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH2
CH3

QC
0.084 ± 0.069
0.083 ± 0.057
0.087 ± 0.044
0.473 ± 0.118
−0.007 ± 0.066
0.300 ± 0.060
−0.514 ± 0.054
1.400 ± 0.114
−0.805 ± 0.040
−0.809 ± 0.034
−0.467 ± 0.065
0.141 ± 0.081
0.390 ± 0.111
−0.434 ± 0.072
0.765 ± 0.086
−0.586 ± 0.044
−0.123 ± 0.068
0.073 ± 0.079
0.017 ± 0.077
−0.018 ± 0.073
0.079 ± 0.13
−0.079 ± 0.075
0.197 ± 0.089
−0.412 ± 0.075
0.775 ± 0.069
−0.584 ± 0.036
−0.121 ± 0.061
0.078 ± 0.082
0.010 ± 0.080
−0.002 ± 0.080
0.095 ± 0.089
−0.092 ± 0.100

PAUL.
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.65
0.09
0.15
−0.37
0.85
−0.71
−0.71
−0.37
0.15
0.15
−0.31
0.47
−0.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
−0.31
0.47
−0.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

PRES.
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.50
0.00
0.30
−0.50
1.35
−0.80
−0.80
−0.50
0.15
0.50
−0.40
0.75
−0.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.30
−0.40
0.75
−0.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

CHRM
0.40
0.40
0.40
−0.60
0.40
0.10
−0.57
1.50
−0.78
−0.78
−0.57
0.10
0.26
−0.49
0.90
−0.63
−0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
−0.49
0.90
−0.63
−0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

JÄMB.
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.20
−0.02
0.23
−0.49
1.58
−0.86
−0.86
−0.49
0.03
0.52
−0.47
0.79
−0.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.033
−0.033
0.25
−0.47
0.79
−0.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.033
−0.033

CHIU
0.4
0.4
0.4
−0.5
0.3
0.4
−0.8
1.7
−0.8
−0.8
−0.7
0.4
0.3
−0.7
0.7
−0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
−0.7
0.8
−0.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

53A6
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.00
0.25
0.00
−0.36
0.99
−0.635
−0.635
−0.36
0.00
0.16
−0.36
0.58
−0.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
−0.36
0.58
−0.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Figure 2.3: Alkane bonding potential

where nCH is the number of carbon-hydrogen bonds, αCH = 4.256 is the polarizability of these bonds, nCC is the number of carbon-carbon bonds, αCC = 3.964 is
the polarizability of the carbon/carbon bonds and the angular average frequency
ω = 0.573 of the dipole ﬂuctuations. ℏ = 1 since we are working in atomic units
and k = 2625.5 a60 [ kJ mol−1 nm6 ] is the conversion factor to MD units. Applying Eq. 2.9 to the UA hydrocarbons readily yields the attractive Lennard-Jones
parameters of the CH- and CH3 -groups in terms of the CH2 -one as
C6CH3 = 1.3978 C6CH2 and C6CH = 0.6687 C6CH2 .

(2.10)

This will reproduce the derivable dispersion coeﬃcient from high level ab-initio
calculations and dipole oscillator strength distribution (DOSD) experiments. From
the ab-initio treatment it is clear that a geometrical average for the LJ parameters
should be employed. Eq. 2.9 gives also an absolute value for the C6 -parameter
of the CH2 -groups, 3.866 × 10−3 kJ mol−1 nm6 . The repulsive LJ parameter is
still unknown, but may be determined by requiring that the density agrees with
CH2
experiment for a given C6 -parameter. The C12
has the unit kJ mol−1 nm12 . This
yields densities close to the experimental ones for all n-alkanes as seen in Fig. 2.4.
For UA hydrocarbons the relation will however not reproduce the experimental
latent heats. By scaling the C6 parameters one can obtain a linear relation between
the C12 and C6 parameters of the CH2 -groups
CH2
C12
= −1.1561 · 10−5 + 6.1342 · 10−3 C6CH2

(2.11)

Next we need to ﬁx the attractive C6 parameter. We note then that a value that
is about twice the value obtained from Eq. 2.9 is needed to get a correct heat of
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of experimental [53] and simulated densities of the higher
alkanes. The temperatures are 298 K for decane and 293 K for the higher alkanes.
The density for tetradecane was taken from the 58th edition of the CRC Handbook
since there is an obvious misprint in the 88th and 92nd editions. Comparison of
experimental and simulated enthalpies at 298 K are also included

vaporization (see e.g. [44]). We did ﬁnally chose to determine C6CH3 to reproduce
the experimental heat of vaporization of ethane at 184K to avoid dependence on the
dihedral potential. The C6CH2 parameter was then determined from Eq. 2.10 and
the repulsive LJ parameter from Eq. 2.11. The ﬁnal test of the parameters obtained
in this way is that it gives densities and heats of vaporization for the whole series
of hydrocarbons (up to pentadecane) in agreement with experiment, see Fig. 2.4.
Since the dispersion coeﬃcient is quadratic in the static polarizabilities it is
also obvious that a coarse graining scheme, consistent with ab-initio calculations,
should yield dispersion coeﬃcients that are quadratic in the number
of particle
√
bonds mapped. This is summarized for hydrocarbons in C6CG ≈ 4 3n2B k.

QMMM
The need to calculate events that are diﬃcult to parameterize has led to the development of quantum mechanical molecular mechanics[54]. In this approach a
small region is described at a ab-initio level while the less important environment
is modelled with a forceﬁeld. The interaction between the two systems is then done
via coupling the Hamiltonians dispersion and electrostatic parts as well as a region
linking the regions together [55, 56, 57]. The main limitation of this approach is the
lower speed and thus computational eﬀort. The treatment of the quantum mechan-
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ical region and the coupling to the classical system both have inherent errors that
can compromise accuracy. The computationally demanding treatment also limits
the ability to perform statistical sampling.
Recent advances in linear scaling electronic structure calculations show that one
can reduce complexity of the QM system and obtaining relatively good scaling for
the particle system [58], as long as the electrons can be thought of as near sighted
and as such highly localized. Thus facilitating better statistical sampling. We will
here discuss QMMM modeling of liquids utilizing a cutoﬀ for the QM interactions
between atoms.
The QM interaction between atoms is complex and as such ﬁnding a good measure for where to truncate the interaction is also complex and molecule dependent.
The long-range interactions in DFT can be problematic so by keeping the dispersive
part from the forceﬁeld parametrization of the atom and truncating relatively close
will result in a QM description of the covalent bond dynamics and electron sharing
where the ab-initio method is thought to be highly accurate and a forceﬁeld description for the long range interactions where the classical accuracy is suﬃcient. Since
we apply a cut-oﬀ we automatically obtain a reduced complexity of the algorithm
which turn out to scale as N (with N being the number of clusters) and can thus
simulate a larger system for a longer time. The full quantum system then becomes
embarrassingly parallel over all separate clusters. Interactions are calculated with
three diﬀerent cut-oﬀ:s. One for the QM close range interactions, the second for
vdw and the last for the electronic interactions.

Model
Each cluster is interacting with the QM Hamiltonian given below in atomic units.
HQM = −

Ne
∑
∇2
i

i

2

−

Ne ∑
Ne ∑
Na ∑
Na
Ne
Na
∑
∑
1
1
Za ∑
+
+
rai
rij
rab
a
a
i
i
j

(2.12)

b

Where i, j runs over electrons and a, b over ions. Our total Hamiltonian for a
QMMM cluster becomes
HQM M M = HQM −

NQ
Ne ∑
∑
QB
i

B

riB

+

NQ
Na ∑
∑
Za QB
a

B

raB

+

NQ (
Na ∑
∑
C12
a

B

12
raB

−

C6 )
(2.13)
6
raB

The Born Oppenheimer (BO) approximation states that the last term in Eq. 2.12
and two last terms of Eq. 2.13 can be considered constant in the electronic wave
function minimization and are as such calculated for the minimized system. This
minimization is done utilizing LCAO formalism and a Gaussian basis with DFT.
The resulting ground state wave function is then used to calculate energy gradients
with respect to the ionic positions in order to derive QM forces in accordance with
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customary QMMM modeling[54].
(∇E)i =

∑ ∂E qj
∂qj xi
j

(2.14)

Where xi is a Cartesian coordinate and qi a basis set dependent coeﬃcient or
exponent. The classical regions interaction energy is then calculated without the
QM region included in the summation.

Cutoﬀ based clustering
The atomic QM system is described via a distance matrix rab between constituent
atoms a, b. By applying a cutoﬀ rc,qm criterion to the QM distance matrix we
always obtain a set of disconnected graphs bounded above by the number of atoms
and below by the whole system. The boolean matrix is symmetric and traversed
until all atoms are assigned to a cluster according to the following algorithm.
• while we have unassigned QM atoms
• get index and if not visited before
• create new cluster and put all neighbors in stack
• now while we have neighbors
• get neighbor and assign it to cluster
• put all new neighbors in neighbour stack
Once a list of clusters and indices is obtained we sort the clusters. Each cluster
is then searched for atoms within an electronic cutoﬀ rc,el that are added as point
charges to the current cluster. These can be any atoms not belonging to the current
cluster. Once the completed graphs are collected single point calculations on each
can be done in order to yield the ground state wave function as well as energy
gradients for all atoms. After these are summed up the system is integrated one
step.
With this convention the QM atoms of each cluster is interacting with QM
atoms of other clusters via a point charge representation. Since the re-expression
of the QM charge as a set of point charges is not explicit one can also choose
to incorporate the QM point charge representation from the fractional charges as
deﬁned in a forceﬁeld. Given a good forceﬁeld this fractional charge should recreate
the equilibrium fractional charge of the speciﬁc atom. One can also perform a
fractional charge equilibration where the wave function is recalculated in the ﬁeld
of a given set of fractional charges. Once this set does not change value appreciably
one has obtained a self consistent set of fractional charges. If one choose to include
the calculated QM fractional charge from the minimized wave function of the system
then this assignment of charges will lag behind one time step and hence we have
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Figure 2.5: (L) The CPU time complexity of the serial MD algorithm running on
a single core. T is the time per time step in the MD algorithm and N the number
of quantum mechanical water molecules in the simulation box. The dashed lines
correspond to diﬀerent theoretical scaling behavior of this algorithm. (R) Shows the
parallel eﬃciency of the implementation when run on Nr nodes utilizing 8 threads
each

chosen to include the fractional charges from the equilibrated charge calculation.
The total charge for the QM wave function minimization is determined from the sum
of fractional charges of the QM atoms belonging to the cluster and the multiplicity
by assigning the lowest possible multiplicity of the QM atoms at that total charge
for a speciﬁc cluster.
Since the energy gradients yield forces in a classical sense these were employed to
calculate a virial and coupled to the pressure utilizing standard Berendsen pressure
coupling.

Water
Here we illustrate QMMM by extending the Gromacs (4.0.7) capabilities [59] utilizing clustering and an interface to the Massively Parallel Quantum Chemistry
(MPQC) program [60]. The molecular dynamics is conducted with the capabilities
present in GROMACS and if not stated otherwise calculated for a periodic system
in an equilibrated NPT ensemble. The classical equilibration was done using the
v-rescale thermostat and berendsen pressure coupling[13] at biologically relevant
conditions. The Dispersive parameters of the SPCe water molecule was also used
for the Lennard Jones interaction between oxygens. The classical simulation time
step used was 1fs and the systems were run for 100ps. When discussing the complexity of this algorithm is it important to emphasize that the average runtime per
simulated time step scales linearly with the amount of clusters present, see Fig. 2.5.
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The quantum mechanical algorithm in itself however does not, so a large cut-oﬀ
will result in a scaling complexity identical to the QM algorithm.
Comparing the timing for a system of 64 water molecules for 1fs with a 0.5fs
timestep between clustered QMMM and FreeON we got 5.4min and 107.2min respectively. Running for increasingly large systems yielded the scaling as found in
Fig.2.5. The two diﬀerent slopes of the solid curve correspond to the cases before
and after the QM clusters have ﬁlled their neighbor spheres. Since the algorithm
yield detached clusters the quantum mechanical wave function minimization and
force calculation also becomes local and can be treated independently for each
cluster. After these local calculations the total force contribution is obtained by
summation. That these approximations does not destroy the physical relevance of
the model is not clear and we hence calculate the thermodynamic, structural and
electronic properties of water below.
The charge distribution on the QM atoms were calculated using several population analysis methods for increasingly large water clusters. Our parameters for bulk
water in equilibrium are an oxygen water bond length of 0.98±0.02 Å and hydrogen
separation of 1.54 ± 0.05 Å. The BOMD calculated charges in the 6-31G* basis are
distributed symmetrically between the two hydrogen atoms and neutralizes the total charge on the molecule. The oxygen obtains a charge from NPA ≈ −1.06 ± 0.02
and MSK ≈ −0.93 ± 0.03. We observe that the average dipole moment increases
as more water is included into the system, but reaching an equilibrium value of
2.85[D] and 3.1[D] for MSK and NPA respectively. Calculating the quota between
the MSK charge derived molecular dipole and the dipole moment calculated directly
from the Gaussian orbitals is on average only 1.5%. The QM derived MSK charge
was then used to represent the background point charge assigned to each cluster.
The ﬂuctuating charge distribution between the hydrogens was calculated to have
a mean value of 0% yielding the same equilibrium charge to both hydrogens and a
standard deviation of ±15%. Ice simulations yielded a total molecular dipole 10%
larger than found in the liquid phase. The dipole to dipole autocorrelation function
as well as the velocity autocorrelations was used to calculate the normal modes for
the molecules from which the IR can be computed.
Structure
In order to judge the adequacy of the cQMMM method the dynamic and static
structure of water was investigated. The calculated radial distribution functions
are in good agreement with experimental data but are slightly over structured at
close range.
The zero point energy of a water molecule was calculated via summation according to Eq. 2.16. The normal mode distribution is given by the Fourier transform
of the velocity autocorrelation function (Cvv ) normalized to the total number of
degrees of freedom of the system.
∫ ∞
n(ω)dω = Ndf
(2.15)
0
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Figure 2.6: (Left) Radial distribution function for liquid water with 360 water
molecules at 6-31G* level of theory simulated for 2 ps. The dotted lines correspond
to experimentally determined g(r). (Right) is the Fourier transform of the velocity
autocorrelation function for the same system.

For the case of small neutral molecules another method of obtaining the normal
mode distribution is by calculating the normalized Fourier transform of the dipole
dipole autocorrelation function (Cµµ ).

EZP E =

hc
2

∫

∞

∫
∫ ∞
hc ∞
ω
eiωt < vi (t)vi (0) > / < vi2 > dtdω
2 0
−∞
∫
∫ ∞
hc ∞
ℏβω 2 (1 − e−ℏβω )
eiωt < µi (t)µi (0) > / < µ2i > dtdω
≈
2 0
−∞
(2.16)

ωn(ω)dω =
0

This ZPE is compare well to the ZPE obtained from the ab-initio method results in
gas phase. For the liquid and solid water systems we obtain 50.6 and 49.6 kJ mol−1
respectively. From Fig. 2.6 it is clear that the expected double peak found in
classical SPCe, with ﬂexible bonds, is not represented in the QM calculation, but
we instead have a single broader peak. We ﬁnd that the dipole autocorrelation
spectrum has a larger high frequency contribution. Thus we do not expect the
same characteristic behaviour as the classical model where the charges are held
ﬁxed. The term (ℏβ)−1 is equal to 208 [ cm−1 ] at room temperature.
The
clustered QMMM bulk water have too much angular order, see Fig. 2.6, where the
peaks in the rdf are over pronounced. The model potential energy can be expressed
as
EP OT = EQM,M D − EQM,EM + EZP E
(2.17)
and simulations of the water in the liquid and solid phases are both stable. This
water model shows that the potential energies are slightly too small with an energy
diﬀerence between the phases that lack ≈ 20 kJ mol−1 . The structure has more
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order than regular water. This can be alleviated by screening the electrostatics, but
will also decrease the energy diﬀerence between the phases. From the computed IR
spectra it is also clear that high frequency oscillations are not adequately sampled
using this model.

Chapter 3

Membranes and proteins
3.1

Proteins

Proteins and metalloproteins can obtain a large array of diﬀerent functions. The
Zinc ﬁnger motif, occur in several proteins and is there essential for binding nucleic
acids [61]. Rhodopsing is a membrane protein essential for regulating the voltage
across the membrane in the eye facilitating the initial signal transduction to the
visual cortex [62]. The protein function and structure is determined by the amino
acid sequence, where the abbreviations used in this work can be found in Table 3.1.
The zinc metalloprotein [63, 64] Alcohol DeHydrogenase (ADH) was one of the
ﬁrst proteins in which zinc binding sites were recognized. The active site contain a
zinc ion coordinated by diﬀerent protein residues. The chemical activity in ADH is
determined by the coordinating residues where the histidine and oxygen coordinated
zinc site is catalytic and the sulphur coordination results in a chemical inactive
structural site, see Fig. 3.1. Since zinc can be coordinated by up to six coordinating
atoms the function could be completely catalytic, structural or a mix of the two.
The zinc bound state has lower structural ﬂuctuations than the unbound state. The
electrostatic contributions have been shown to dominate in poly-peptides containing
zinc [65], but can still require quantum mechanical corrections [66] [67]. The method

Table 3.1: One-Letter Codes for Amino Acids
A
R
N
D
C
E
Q

Alanine
Arginine
Asparagine
Aspartic acid
Cysteine
Glutamic acid
Glutamine

G
H
I
L
K
M
F

Glycine
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
21

P
S
T
W
Y
V

Proline
Serine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Tyrosine
Valine
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Figure 3.1: The structural site of Horse Liver Alcohol Dehydrogenase and bRhodopsin

of utilizing QMMM can also be employed, but it is not certain that the errors
associated with a QMMM model [54] [68] will signiﬁcantly improve a QM corrected
classical simulation. One of the main limitations of the QMMM approach is the
reduced ability to fully sample the molecule ensemble and thus obtaining enough
QM conformations. Recent advances treat the quantum and classical Hamiltonian
as two end states connected via a ﬁctitious parameter λ, moving along a ﬂattened
potential energy surface, in order to improve on the QMMM sampling [69] [70].
Every reaction is driven by minimizing the free energy (G = H − T S) of the
system. Spontaneous chemical reactions will occur if the free energy diﬀerence
is negative and an intermediate barrier becomes negligible compared to thermal
ﬂuctuations. In experimental studies one often make an assessment of reaction rates
that can be recast into relative free energies. Experimental dissociation constants
KD [1] can be converted to the standard Gibbs free energies using the equation:
∆G0 = −RT ln(KD /C 0 ),

(3.1)

Where C 0 is the concentration of reactant and KD the dissociation constant. If
the ensemble is studied under constant volume then the free energy is expressed
in the Helmholtz free energy (H = U − T S). It can also be deﬁned in statistical
mechanics as the natural logarithm of the partition function. In experiments one
can only obtain relative free energies since a reaction is deﬁned in relation to a
reference. In simulation an absolute free energy can be calculated, but there is no
way of knowing if the entire phase space has been sampled properly. The statistical
errors will be correct in the section of phase space that the simulation was able to
sample.
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Free energy calculations
If the free energy F is some continuous functional of λ then we can write
∫ 1
∂F [λ]
∆F =
dλ
∂λ
0

(3.2)

with
F [λ] = −kB T ln Z(λ)
and

1
Z=
N ! h3N

∫∫

(3.3)

dN p dN qe−H(p,q)/kB T

(3.4)

so
∂F [λ]
−kB T ∂Z[λ]
=
∂λ
Z[λ] ∂λ
∫∫
∂Z[λ]
1
∂ ( −H(p,q,λ)/kB T )
N
N
=
d
p
d
q
e
∂λ
N ! h3N
∂λ
∫∫
( ∂H(p, q, λ) )(
)
−1
N
N
−H(p,q,λ)/kB T
=
d
p
d
q
e
N ! h3N kb T
∂λ

(3.5)

which becomes
∫∫
( ∂H(p, q, λ) )(
)
∂F [λ]
1
N
N
−H(p,q,λ)/kB T
=
d
p
d
q
e
∂λ
N ! h3N Z[λ]
∂λ
⟨ ∂H(p, q, λ) ⟩
=
(3.6)
∂λ
NV T
Now we want to see the eﬀects of small perturbations around the equilibrium of the
Hamiltonian at a speciﬁc λ. We set β = (kB T )−1 . The standard expression from
Zwanzig [71] (or Jarzynski [72] for non equilibrium problems) for the free energy
diﬀerence between two states 0 and 1 is
∆F = −β −1 ln < e−β(H1 −H0 ) >0 ≡ −β −1 ln < e−χ >0

(3.7)

expanding the exponential yields
∆F = −β −1 ln < 1 − χ + χ2 /2 − χ3 /3 + · · · >0
= −β

−1

(3.8)

ln [1− < χ >0 + < χ >0 /2− < χ >0 /3 + · · · ]
2

3

(3.9)

expanding the logarithm around zero yields
χ′

∆F = −β −1

}|
{
[z
(− < χ >0 + < χ2 >0 /2− < χ3 >0 /3 + · · ·)

]
− (− < χ >0 + < χ2 >0 /2− < χ3 >0 /3 + · · · )2 /2 + · · ·
[
]
= β −1 < χ >0 + < χ >20 /2− < χ2 >0 /2+ < χ >0 < χ2 >0 /2 · · ·
(3.10)
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we note that this expansion is only good in the range −1 ≤ χ′ ≤ 1 after which
polynomials of higher degree just worsens the approximation. With χ = (H1 −
H0 )/kB T and σ02 = (< χ >20 − < χ2 >0 )(kB T )2 we obtain
∆F =< H1 − H0 >0 +
since

σ02
+ ···
2kB T

(3.11)

< e−β(H1 −H0 ) >0 =< e−β(H0 −H1 ) >1

(3.12)

we get
∆F =< H1 − H0 >1 −

σ12
+ ···
2kB T

(3.13)

adding these results yield the linear response
∆F =

) σ2 − σ2
1(
0
< ∆H >1 + < ∆H >0 − 1
+ ···
2
4kB T

(3.14)

In our QM/MM FEP the Hamiltonian is explicitly dependent on the integration
variable λ such that
H(p, q, λ) = λH1 (p, q) + (1 − λ)H0 (p, q)

(3.15)

where the QM and MM state Hamiltonians are 1 and 0 respectively. This gives us
the relationship for the QM/MM Hamiltonian
∂H(p, q, λ)
= ∆H(p, q)
∂λ
so we get

∫
∆F =
0

1

∫

⟨ ∂H(p, q, λ) ⟩
∂λ

1

dλ =
λ

0

(3.16)

⟨
⟩
∆H(p, q) dλ

(3.17)

λ

Eq. 3.17 tells us that the free energy diﬀerence can be calculated by integrating the
Hamiltonian along a reaction coordinate λ. The last relation of Eq. 3.17 tells us
that one can also calculate a free energy diﬀerence by integrating the same system
between two diﬀerent Hamiltonians. Thus it facilitates the calculation of free energy
diﬀerences stemming from model discrepancies. In our work we have studied zinc
binding where the binding pocket is described using a QM model integrated to
a MM model. The actual reaction or dissociation is calculated using a classical
thermodynamic integration that gradually decouples the zinc ion, using the ﬁrst
relation in Eq. 3.17.
Integrating a zinc ion in water from a classical to a quantum mechanical Hamiltonian using Eq. 3.17 results in a quantum mechanical correction (QMC) of −195 kJ mol−1 .
The classical system is described using a water model with ﬂexible bonds. The
quantum system was simulated using DFT/6-31++G** including the zero point
energy. Only the ﬁrst coordination sphere was used in the calculation. The result
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only improves the estimate of the quantum correction slightly compared to calculating the correction from the end point values. The lambda integration is in this
case linear. In all cases involving ion solvation with qI ≤ 2, where the same coordination sphere is stable during the integration, the correction scheme will yield a
linear transition from one description to the other. A major problem is inherent
in doing the actual integration for a speciﬁc system since one can have large convergence issues when the quantum system is close to being decoupled and near the
optimal classical structure. The biggest problem in protein simulations is however
sampling. The ion polarization inﬂuence protein folding and diﬀerent coordinating
species can be active in the binding. Even though the ion is bound to the peptide
diﬀerent parts of the protein will coordinate it during diﬀerent times. Thus having
suﬃcient sampling and enough coordinating structures to obtain the true QMC is
the main problem.

Peptide and water structure
X-ray diﬀraction plays a fundamental role in obtaining the conﬁguration of any biological structure and is often employed to yield static information of proteins. The
structure of the Horse Liver Alcohol Dehydrogenases have been revealed in previous
crystallographic studies [73]. X-ray absorption ﬁne structure (XAFS) spectroscopy
and X-ray Near Edge absorption spectroscopy (XANES) [74] are also well exercised
tools for experimentally obtaining detailed information of the binding site coordination in metalloproteins [75]. XAFS is a very useful technique to probe ﬁne details of
the coordination. Still it has to be complemented by other experimental techniques
and/or theoretical modeling to get an initial structure of the coordination shell [76].
XAFS does not unambiguously decide which atom that belong to the coordination
sphere. Oxygen and nitrogen atoms, for instance, have almost indistinguishable
scattering properties with nearly identical absorption coeﬃcients.
In simulation the structural properties and coordinators are directly accessible. The integral of the pair correlation function usually deﬁnes the Coordination
Number (CN ) and can easily be calculated in simulation using,
∫ r
CNX (r) ≡ 4πρX
gIX (r′ )r′2 dr′ =
0

=

NX
∑
i∈X

θ(r − ri ) ,

{
θ(r) =

0
1

if r < 0
if r ≥ 0

(3.18)

where ρX is the number density of atom type X and gIX (r) is the pair correlation
function between the ion and atom type X.
The non-electronic polarization is a measure of how molecules geometrically order themselves around charge, positive values indicating that the dipole orientation
is directed towards the center.
∑
1
P (r) =
qi ri ,
(3.19)
4πr2 ∆r i
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Figure 3.2: Polarization function calculated for several diﬀerent ADH peptides.
Each has one less cysteine group resulting in systems with net charge +2 → −2 in
the ﬁrst coordination sphere. Right: Representative structures of the zinc binding
site of four peptides. a) The native peptide (CCCC) with four sulfurs coordinating
the zinc b) The peptide CCCA with three sulfurs and three waters coordinating
the zinc c) The peptide CAAC with two sulfurs, one carbonyl oxygen and two
waters coordinating the zinc d) The peptide AAAC with one sulfur, three carbonyl
oxygens and two waters coordinating the zinc.

The polarization expected in a continuum environment, with large relative dielectric
constant, is given by
[
1
4π ( r )3 ]
Pcont. (r) =
q
1
−
,
(3.20)
I
4πr2
3 L
where L is the system size (r < L/2), qI the ion charge and the last term accounts
for an evenly distributed background charge required to keep the total charge in
the box at zero. The polarisation function in Fig. 3.2 shows the large region,
surrounding the zinc ion and the ﬁrst coordination sphere, aﬀected by the enclosed
charge.
The simulations show a stable 4-fold coordination of the sulfurs in the native
peptide in agreement with the X-ray structures of LADH proteins. Contrary to
this, the zinc ion in water solution coordinates 6 nearest neighbor water oxygens.
In the peptide mutants with two or fewer cysteines, the coordination has switched
into 6-fold, while the mutants with one alanine and three cysteines show 4-fold,
5-fold as well as 6-fold coordination. It is clear that water oxygens enter and take
the coordination role of the lacking sulfurs in the mutants, but it is also seen that
one or more backbone carbonyl oxygens may enter and coordinate the zinc instead
of sulfurs or water oxygens. There is no clear preference for water or carbonyl
oxygens although the average number of water oxygens coordinating the zinc ion
is about twice as large as the number of carbonyl oxygens. Still there are some
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mutants with equally many or more carbonyl than water oxygens coordinating the
zinc. It is only for the CCAC peptide that a substantial deviation from an integer
coordination number is observed. In this case we have 6-fold coordination 1/3 of
the time and 5-fold coordination during 2/3 of the time.
The general trend was a favoring of 6-fold coordination just as in the case
with zinc solvated in water. One can also observe that the most tightly bound
peptide has only 4-fold coordination while this value asymptotically goes towards
6-fold coordination for the most loosely bound peptides. The structure for the
ADH peptides showing less than 6-fold coordination has generally attained lower
backbone ﬂuctuations than the average for all the peptides. The cysteine free
AAAA peptide release zinc in accordance with experimental data and favors water
molecule solvation over backbone carbonyl solvation.
By calculating QMC for all the zinc peptides one does obtain qualitatively
correct descriptions of the zinc binding.

3.2

Structure of membranes

Phospholipids are branched molecules that have a charged head group attached
to one or several hydrocarbon chains via ester groups. The head group has a net
zero charge and a large dipole moment. Since water molecules are small and also
carry dipole moment, stemming from the static fractional charge distribution, these
will orient themselves in order to minimize the polarization energy from the head
group. As a result the head group is usually considered to be hydrophilic. The
head group can further minimize its energy by keeping the dipole vector suﬃciently
close to the dipoles of neighboring phospholipids. Hydrocarbon chains carry no
dipole moment and only have a small attractive potential term from the dispersion
of the hydrocarbons. The feature property of the chain is that it takes up space.
For a single chained phospholipid one can picture the head dipole as half a sphere
where the diameter is roughly the distance from the nitrogen atom in the choline
to the phosphor in the phosphate group. Since a single ester bond will only exclude
a volume half of this the single chain phospholipid will look like an ice cream cone.
Two ester bonds connected to two chains will instead look like a cylinder. The
geometrical form of the space spanned by the lipid hydrocarbon region will have
a large inﬂuence on the curvature a patch of lipids will obtain. Thus an ensemble
of phospholipids where each only has a single short hydrocarbon chain will most
likely form a sphere with hydrocarbon in the interior, a micelle. If the phospholipid
instead have two longer hydrocarbon chains it will form a bilayer structure that
eventually will close thus forming a vesicle. When the radius of curvature of the
lipid ensemble is of the same order of magnitude as twice the hydrocarbon chain
length, or smaller, the lipid ensemble will form a miscelle.
Biological membranes are often thought of as 2D ﬂuids, where the diacyl-PC
lipids diﬀuse in the bilayer plane as a liquid. However the branched phospholipids,
such as lung surfactant, with long hydrocarbon chains are solid, or in gel form, at
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body temperature. Entropy of the chains ensure that the liquid disordered (Lα )
state has a large area per lipid and shorter bilayer membrane thickness than the
solid ordered phases (Lβ ).
These distinct phases are entropy determined and two of many lipid phases.
The lipid ordering and phase space is determined by temperature, pressure, water
and sterol concentration. Going down in temperature from the Lα phase, in a
pure bilayer, will take the lipid bilayer through a ripple phase (Pβ ) with semiordered hydrocarbon chains, an ordered intermediate with straight chains and a
tilted ordered phase.
Insertion of other molecules such as sterols or proteins also have a profound
eﬀect on the mechanical properties of the membrane. In the tilted ordered phase the
bilayer thickness is increased with the addition of cholesterol. The tilt is decreased
and the area compressibility is decreased. For the liquid phases the thickness is
also increased, but the area compressibility is increased and the chains become
more ordered. It is evident that sterol molecules such as cholesterol can make an
intrinsically ordered membrane more ﬂuid like and the liquid state more ordered.
When proteins are inserted a large number of functions may be changed to both the
protein and the cell membrane. Hydrophobic, volume excluding, protein residues
expose themselves to sterols and lipids and the protein may fold into a pore or
simply anchor itself aﬀecting the membrane thickness and ordering around the
protein. The charged nature of a protein and the disparity in size compared to
phospholipids often leads to the creation of pockets, with which sterols can interact,
or structural stress in the protein, facilitating new protein function.
Particle based lipid bilayers are modelled at diﬀerent levels of approximations.
At one end there are coarse grained (CG) models [77, 78, 79], with explicit or
implicit water. They have the advantage that long time scales can be covered.
They have relatively few parameters and one can therefore fairly easily optimize
these parameters to get the desired behavior of the model.

Liquid disorder, Lα
Pair correlation functions, g(r), are used to characterize simple liquids structurally
(see e.g. Allen & Tildesly). They also serve well to characterize the two-dimensional
liquid formed by the lipids in the membrane plane at temperatures above the main
phase transition. Below the main transition, they may also be used and show considerably more structure than at high temperatures. Still, some of the structural
characteristics of ordered phases are blurred out and hidden by the angular averaging inherent in the deﬁnition of this function. One may therefore deﬁne and
calculate a two-dimensional radial distribution function, g(r, θ), deﬁned as the number density at distance r and polar angle θ in the membrane plane divided by the
average number density. The polar angle θ is deﬁned with respect to an arbitrary
axis in the membrane plane. The ordinary one-dimensional rdf is then the average
of this function over all θ. Distribution functions describe how the density in a
material is distributed. If we can deﬁne a bulk density ρ for N particles then the
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distribution function will take the form
ρg(r) =

1 ∑∑
δ(r − rji )
N i j

(3.21)

If it is calculated from simulation on a grid in the xy-plane, with Nr and Nθ radial
and polar bins respectively, the formula becomes
g(r, θ) =

NB
NA ∑
δ(r − rji , θ − θji )
Nr Nθ ∑
,
NP
πrmax r
i
j

(3.22)

where rmax is the furthest extent that we calculate the distribution, that includes
NA and NB particles in NP unique particle pairs, and r is a central bin position.
There are many properties that can be perceived and calculated for a phospholipid ensemble. The chain order can be calculated for the n-alkane carbons both
along the chain and perpendicular to the chain. The later is the most common
since the hydrogen positions can be exchanged with deuterium in experiment. The
experiment determines the quadrupole splitting due to the magnetic interaction between the nuclear spin moments of deuterium atoms and the quadrupole moment
of the carbon bond. Since diﬀerently bonded carbons will have bonding speciﬁc
electron density there arises a chemical shift yielding a unique local magnetic ﬁeld,
which is the diﬀerence of the applied and the induced ﬁeld. The heavier species,
such deuterium, have distinct NMR relaxation time signatures along the chain, and
in the head group carbons, that can be used to calculate a carbon deuterium order
parameter [80]. The chemical shift yields the position along the molecule and the
quadrupole splitting is directly proportional to the SCD order parameter, yielding
the orientation of the chain. In simulations it is straight forward to calculate it. If
a carbon is connected to two other atoms, than deuterium, with the crossproduct
of those vectors designated as r and the local bilayer normal is n̂ then
SCD =

3 < cos2 θCD > −1
3 < (r · n̂/r)2 > −1
=
.
2
2

(3.23)

One can also calculate the chain order parameter in a similar fashion by instead
simply calculating the angle a local chain tilt subtends towards the bilayer normal.
This chain order parameter is related to the SCD order parameter via the approximate relation Schain ≈ −2SCD [81]. Micro pipette pressurization of giant bilayer
vesicles can be used to measure both elastic bending kc and area stretch KA moduli of ﬂuid-phase membranes [82] to high precision. There exists a large number of
other experimental techniques that yield the compressibility. An alternative is to
determine the lateral compressibility from a combined NMR and x-ray diﬀraction
technique [83]. The later method calculates area changes from NMR data induced
by osmotic stress and uses the x-ray spectroscopic data to calculate absolute area
values. From simulation it is straightforward to use thermodynamics relations to
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Figure 3.3: Electron density of ﬂuid phase DPPC membrane simulated with a UA
description and with the CG Martini model.

calculate the properties for a given system.
(
)
∂γ
AkB T
KA ≡ A
=
,
2
∂A T,V
σA

(3.24)

Using a stochastic thermostat and barostat will produce the correct NPT ensemble, but even a weakly coupled barostat such as the Berendsen barostat will work,
but not yield correct ﬂuctuation properties. Simulating the bilayer during a suﬃciently long time is important since diﬀerent undulation and peristaltic modes will
contribute to the area compressibility [84].
While the radial distribution function and its Fourier transform yields information of the planar structure and lipid ordering in the bilayer it does not show the
vertical order. In experiments the electron densities are not directly accessible but
must retrieved from the inverse Fourier transform of the X-ray scattered structure
factor. The structure factors can be calculated from the simulated electron densities, ρ(z) with the electron density of bulk water, ρw = 0.334 [ e nm−2 ] subtracted.
We may, in a similar fashion, also calculate the neutron scattering length density
and integrate it in order to obtain the neutron structure factors. We have taken
scattering length data from NIST1 and calculated the average scattering length for
each UA particle. These can easily be compared with experiments carried out at
diﬀerent D2 O concentrations. If the bilayer is properly equilibrated and symmetric
around the bilayer center then the below equation is valid.
∫ D/2
F (qz ) =
(ρ(z) − ρw ) cos(zqz )dz.
(3.25)
−D/2

1 http://www.ncnr.nist.gov/resources/n-lengths/
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The structure factors at q=0 can be obtained by
F0 =

) 2vL (
)
2vL (
H
ρL − ρw =
ρL − (fD ρD
w + (1 − fD )ρw )
aL
aL

(3.26)

in accordance with [85] from the diﬀerence in electron density or neutron scattering
length density between lipid and water, ρL − ρw , and the experimental area and
volume per lipid. The neutron scattering length densities of are 2.2875 · 10−7 Å−2 ,
2.8585 · 10−7 Å−2 , 6.3917 · 10−6 Å−2 and −5.5992 · 10−7 Å−2 for DPPC, DMPC,
deuterium and water respectively. fD denotes the fraction of deuterium in water.

Solid order, Lβ
The main characteristics of the Lβ , gel, phase are 1) that the fatty acid chains
of the lipids are ordered and essentially all-trans, 2) that the area per lipid is
small (0.46 − 0.48 nm2 in contrast to 0.60 − 0.64 nm2 in the liquid crystalline
(high temperature) phase, 3) that the lipids are pinned to a triangular lattice in
the membrane plane and 4) that the fatty acid chains are collectively tilted with
respect to the membrane normal (with a tilt angle around 30 degrees).
A recent united atom parameterization of lipids like dipalmiotylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and the dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) has been shown
to form a gel (Lβ ) phase with several properties also found in experiments. The
model also yields a correct heat of melting as well as reasonable heat capacities in
the ﬂuid and gel phase of DPPC.
Other united atom (UA) simulations show that diﬀerent ways of preparing the
gel phase can result in quite diﬀerent fraction of gauche bonds(0.71 − 2.11), tilt
angle (4 − 45◦ ) and area per lipid (0.52 − 0.55 nm2 ). The least prejudiced method,
that of simulated annealing by cooling the high temperature phase from 330 [ K ]
to 270 [ K ] at a rate of 0.1 [ K/ns ], brings the system into a gel-like phase in
0.6µs. This phase does, however, not have all the proper characteristics of the true
gel-phase[86]. This might be due to deﬁciencies in the force ﬁeld or that even much
slower rates of cooling are required to obtain the true equilibrium gel-phase.
Coarse grained (CG) simulations using the MARTINI[87] force ﬁeld show that
transitions from a disordered high temperature phase to an ordered gel phase can
be achieved in 2µs[78]. One has then to keep in mind that the dynamics is 4 − 10
times faster with this model[88]. This indicates that 10 − 20µs would be necessary
to achieve the same results without coarse graining. The MARTINI-model is quite
simpliﬁed. Still it can reproduce several of the characteristics of the diﬀerent lipid
phases. The area per lipid is 0.465 nm2 for the gel phase (0.47 experimentally),
while the area per lipid of the liquid crystalline phase, 0.585 nm2 is slightly on the
small side (0.63 experimentally). The phase transition temperature seems to be
slightly on the small side, while the phase transition enthalpy is also small, which
might be due to the reduction of the number of degrees of freedom due to the
coarse graining. The tilt angle was reported to be absent while the author has
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found that longer simulations at slightly reduced temperature indicate a tilt angle
of 10◦ (which is clearly smaller that the experimental value 30◦ ).
In the gel phase one may study g(r, θ) where the most interesting θ values are
the ones going out in the directions of the typically six nearest neighbors. We see
from Fig. 3.4 that the distribution function is indeed radially symmetric for the ﬂuid
phase and that it goes smoothly to one for large distances. Since the distribution
is isotropic it is clear that a 1D rdf can capture all of the liquid structure.
The quasi crystal like structure of the intermediate gel phase is the result of
the superposition of two triangular lattices. In this case, the upper and lower
mono layer has been rotated 30◦ with respect to one another. The tiny interstitial
energy (< 1.0kB T ) is not enough to retain the conformation but is stabilized by
the semi-isotropic pressure scaling. When looking at the hydrocarbon chains, down
through the bilayer, the intermediate looks as if it has obtained 12-fold symmetry,
also present in quasicrystals [90]. However, if a mono layer is excluded the optical
illusion is removed. Many quasi crystal structures found in the literature can be
constructed from two lattice layers rotated with respect to one another.
From the g(r, θ) it is clear that the ﬁnal gel phase form the same well ordered
triangular structure in both mono layers, to which one can ﬁt lattice constants.
a1 = 0.52 ± 0.025[ nm ], a2 = 0.52 ± 0.025[ nm ], ∡a1 a2 = 60◦ ± 2.6◦ (3.27)
√
√
a
3a
3a
a
a = a 1 = a 2 , a1 = ( ,
), a2 = ( , −
) (3.28)
2 2
2
2
The g(r, θ) is calculated from the beads in the two tails where averaging is done
for ﬁxed z distances. This means that the signatures in the 2D rdf correspond
to tail packing in the plane parallel with the membrane plane. Thus one DPPC
correspond to two signatures. We can also calculate the area per
√ lipid from the
triangular lattice where two lattice cells would occupy an area 3a2 . If one then
calculates the lattice parameter from the area per lipid we readily obtain 0.518 nm
and 0.515 nm for the intermediate and gel phase respectively. The error
√ can be
obtained from the auto-correlation decay time of the area ﬂuctuations (σA τ /Trun )
and are smaller than the last digit reported in the above ﬁgures.
The bilayer systems are planar and exhibits a continuous change of the order
parameter. Theoretical considerations foretell that these systems should undergo
a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition [91]. Of central concern is the position and orientation order of particles in the membrane plane. These can be determined from
studying the static structure factor or the density distribution function.
∑
ρ(Q) =
cos(rj · Q) + i sin(rj · Q), S(|Q|) =< ρ∗ (Q)ρ(Q) >
(3.29)
j

The ﬁnite temperature transition from a disordered phase should end in a phase
with long range orientation order but lacking long range positional order. The algebraic peak decay of the orientation order should have a critical exponent g(r) ≈
r−η , η < 0.25 resulting only from dislocations and disinclinations.
One can
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Figure 3.4: Left: g(r,θ) function for the CG ﬂuid, intermediate and gel phases
averaged over the bilayer. Right: 2D tessellation results for the three phases calculated for the top mono layers. Note that the central intermediate shows the typical
dodecagonal quasi crystal distribution [89] with 12-fold symmetry
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Figure 3.5: Calculated static structure factors for the three phases. The peaks
correspond to Bragg lines given by equation Eq. 3.32. The brown lines corresponds
to the G(n, 0) peak and the light gray to the G(n, 1). Electron density of gel phase
DPPC membrane simulated with a UA description and with the CG Martini model.

show that a triangular lattice would have a reciprocal lattice vector length given
by Eq. 3.32. These reciprocal lattice vectors would show up in the static structure factor as distinct peaks at positions given by the reciprocal lattice vector,
Eq. 3.31 [92].
b1 = 2π

a2 × ẑ
ẑ × a1
, b2 = 2π
a1 · (a2 × ẑ)
a1 · (a2 × ẑ)
G(n, m) = nb1 + mb2
4π √
G(n, m) = √
(n + m)2 − nm
3a

(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32)

From the theory of 2D melting [93] we recall that long-wavelength phonons will
destroy the long-range order in the solid and that the resulting Bragg peaks in
a diﬀraction pattern are broad instead of sharp. The work of Halperin and Nelson [94] states that the orientation order should persist in a stronger fashion than
the positional order. This will mean that the structure factor will have Lorentzian
like peaks at the reciprocal lattice distances [95] in a solid. The structure factor
can be calculated directly in q space and since both shape and position of these
peaks are characteristic of the structure we calculate the static structure factor in
Fig. 3.5, with Eq. 3.29. It is clear that the peaks are close to Lorentzian for both of
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Figure 3.6: Electron density of gel phase DPPC membrane simulated with a UA
description and with the CG Martini model.

the structured phases and that the peaks decay exponentially. The static structure
factor of the ﬂuid system has its peaks positioned between the G(n, 0) and G(n, 1).
By performing the theta averaging of g(r, θ) we obtain plots that are virtually
indistinguishable between the two structured phases. This is clear from the right
hand side in Fig. 3.7. We note that the peak decay is steeper and of diﬀerent
character in the rdf than if we follow the g(r, θ) in a speciﬁc lattice direction. We
also calculated the rdf of a perfect triangular lattice using the above derived lattice
parameters. By introducing a thermal spread σ to the ideal lattice positions we can
compare the rdf’s of the intermediate and triangular phases to that of the ideal case,
depicted in green in the inset. The theta averaging over the intermediate phase rdf
yields a function similar to that of an ideal thermally perturbed triangular lattice.
It is clear from the rdf of the gel phase that the DPPC molecule is only partially
rigid. The tail atoms make up the core of the membrane and form the actual
lattice. As we go higher into the polar region the ﬂuctuations become larger and
the rdf more reminiscent of a ﬂuid, this is also endorsed in previous ﬁndings [86].
The glycerol carbon close to the head-group is more mobile and less structured
compared to the glycerol carbon close to the lipid tails.
To study orientation order we formulate that a lattice bond is the nearest neighbour distance in the plane of two particles belonging to the four tails of two diﬀerent
DPPC molecules and r the distance separating the molecules. Then the lattice bond
will usually be the ﬁctitious bond going between the two tails of the same DPPC
molecule. The ψ(r) as the orientation angle between the x-axis and such a bond
at position r. For an ordered phase with N-fold anisotropy we can deﬁne an order
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Figure 3.7: Left: Orientation correlation function calculated from the tail beads.
The dashed lines correspond to perturbed ideal triangular lattices with our lattice parameters. The lattices were generated with a σ1 = 0.048[ nm ] and
σ2 = 0.02[ nm ]. Gelµµ denotes the orientation correlation of the head-group dipole
vectors. Right: The radial distribution function calculated from θ averaging. In
the inset a triangular system ﬁt is shown together with the rdf’s of the tail atoms
in the diﬀerent phases. H denotes the part close to the head and T the part close
to the tail.

parameter ϕ ≡ e−iN ψ(r) and the orientation correlation function as Eq. 3.33.
gN (r) =< ϕ∗ (r)ϕ(0) >=< cos(N ∆ψ(r)) >

(3.33)

where ∆ϕ is simply the angle between the two lattice vectors separated by r. Since
a triangular phase should have sixfold anisotropy we have N = 6. The results are
summarized in the left hand side of Fig. 3.7.
The orientation decay is indeed algebraic, but so is the mono layer g(r, θ) peak
decay. Thus the pure ordered bilayer phases do not full-ﬁll the requirement for a
hexatic phase. The only region with long range orientation order and short positional order is a system undergoing the phase transition. Only if the positional and
orientation order is determined starting after the system has initiated the phase
transition and before it ends will it obtain the hexatic characteristics. The g(r, θ)
contains similar information as the g6 (r) together with the g(r). The aforementioned contain the structural information and will in a clear way show if there is
any ordering in 2D. The g(r) and g6 (r) contains the same type of information but
requires one to test the anisotropy. If the lattice is distorted then the orientation
correlation function will not yield order information, even if it is there.
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Figure 3.8: Left:Number of cholesterol neighbors to DPPC molecules in the Lα
phase temperature region. The dashed lines correspond to the regular binomial
distribution, B(6, c) where c is the fraction of cholesterol. Right: A united atom
cholesterol molecule [99].

Cholesterol
Cholesterol is a lipid molecule abundant in the membrane of every living cell. It
also occurs in bile and serve diﬀerent functions depending on its solvent. Bulk
cholesterol is in its solid phase at body temperature and melts at ≈ 148 ◦ C. It
stiﬀens the ﬂuidity of liquid biological membranes and softens the crystalline phase
of gelatinous membranes [96]. The behavior of simple model systems consisting of
just two components, a phospholipid and cholesterol, has been extensively studied
as a function of composition and temperature [97] [98].
The UA systems starting conﬁgurations were generated by interpolating ﬁne
grained atoms into equilibrated MARTINI bilayers before simulating with our UA
description. By calculating the distribution of neighboring cholesterols to DPPC
molecules we see that there is no clustering at any concentration and that the
probabilities follow a 6-fold binomial distribution in the high temperature phase,
see Fig. 3.8. It is also apparent from the Lα phase that there are no tendencies
or correlations that advocate clustering. The coordination probabilities can be
determined by either performing Voronoi tessellation and count the cells that contain cholesterols that are situated next to a DPPC molecule or by studying the
coordination number (CN) at a cutoﬀ distance from the DPPC molecule.
There is a successive damping of the DPPC molecule tilt as more cholesterol is
added to the system. The cholesterols align themselves along the DPPC molecules
inﬂuencing the tilt. As the cholesterol mole-fraction increase there is no clustering
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Figure 3.9: Left: Depicts the sensitivity of the tilt towards cholesterol concentration
at 283K corresponding to the Lβ phase. Right: The orientation order distribution
calculated for the CG bilayer at 300 K, also in the ordered phase.

into rich or poor regions during the CG simulations. The UA model tilt is gradually
reduced and close to a regular tilted gel phase when the amount of cholesterol is
below 5%. Here the tilt is essentially the same as in the pure bilayer. The next
region the tilt is reduced to roughly half of the pure DPPC bilayer tilt value. This
occurs when the amount of cholesterol is above 10% but below 40%. For high concentrations of cholesterol the bilayer has a tilt that is roughly 10◦ and essentially
straight in the hydrocarbon region where the cholesterol resides. From Fig. 3.9
it is clear that the cholesterol destabilizes the DPPC tilt and orientation order at
low temperature. However from the right hand side we see that the hydrocarbons
in the DPPC molecule ensemble retains orientation order even as more cholesterol
is being added. The main problem with studying the orientation order is that the
decay is very slow in CG systems. The orientation order must be determined from a
large system since the power law dependence of the peak decay must be suﬃciently
sampled. Simulating large UA bilayers is doable but requires considerable computation time if a large patch D > 50 nm is to be sampled. From the CG simulations
we found that the numerical estimate is too small so that it can not be decisively
determined if the decay is indeed algebraic or simply a constant. The latter would
disprove the hypothesis that the cholesterol rich regions at low temperatures is an
hexatic phase. It is nonetheless clear that
lim g6 (r) = const.

r→∞

(3.34)
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Here the 40% cholesterol system has a g6 (r) ∝ r−0.05 , which is also at the limit of
the numerical accuracy.
It is clear that there are two strikingly diﬀerent behaviors of the Schain as we
increase cholesterol content. At high temperature the entire chain gets azimuthally
ordered with an increased cholesterol mole fraction [99], see Fig. 3.10A. Deuterium
experiments also indicate that the chain order is increased [100] [101]. In the Lα
temperature range the ordering eﬀect is much larger than in the Lβ region. Looking
at the order parameter along the chain we ﬁnd that the ordering eﬀect is at the
carbon indices 3 − 7, which is where we expect to ﬁnd the cholesterol molecule
situated. By studying the strength of azimuthal ordering alone we may group the
solutions into two regions. One of high order at mole-fraction percentages above
10% and one of low order at yet lower mole-fractions. From Fig. 3.10 it is clear that
the area per lipid decrease in both the ordered and disordered phases, but the eﬀect
is larger in the disordered phases. The transition peak has an almost constant full
width half maximum (FWHM) only broadening slightly for a given property across
the systems with diﬀerent amounts of cholesterol. Thus the transition softens,
ﬂuctuations decrease with increasing amounts of cholesterol. Similar experimental
evidence have been reported in [102] and [103].
As we increase cholesterol concentration the chain order parameters show a tendency to order while the lattice become increasingly destabilized. The same trends
have been found in experimental studies [104] [105]. The gel-to-liquid crystalline
phase transition is weakened with increasing amounts of cholesterol without disappearing completely even at a concentration of cholesterol as high as 60%. Studying
systems containing 60% show that the g(r, θ) is liquid with characteristic ring like
structure and quickly decaying orientation order above 305 K. In the same way
the g(r, θ) has obtained a lattice structure after the transition below 305 K with
a g6 (r) obtaining a constant value at large distances, see thesis front. There is no
region where either g6 (r) or g(r) retains long range correlations while the other
looses it. In the high temperature phase the orientation order is approaching zero
for all cholesterol concentrations. While it is going towards a constant value in
the low temperature region. The constant value is successively lowered at higher
cholesterol concentrations depicting the weakened DPPC lattice. The clearest way
of showing the qualitative diﬀerence between the phases is by plotting the g(r, θ),
see i.e. front page.
The phase transition temperature increases slightly depending on the cholesterol
concentration. It is also reasonable considering the higher melting temperature of
cholesterol. Both the tilt and the chain order parameter suggest that there is a
characteristic diﬀerence between the systems containing less than 10% cholesterol
and those above. In the low temperature region the systems that contain a low
mole-fraction of cholesterol is essentially the same as the ordered gel. There is still
some lateral order but it is weakened at higher mole-fractions where the azimuthal
ordering remains. The transition between these states follow a non-linear monotonic
path from ordered tilted gel to a straight chained ordered phase.
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Figure 3.10: Thermodynamic properties of cholesterol containing bilayers from simulated annealing simulations during the freezing transition. (A) Order parameter
and (B) Enthalpy versus temperature for diﬀerent concentrations of cholesterol.
(C) Heat capacity Cp (D) Area per lipid. (E) Area ﬂuctuations per lipid and
corresponding (F) Area compressibility modulus. For all quantities, there is a hysteresis of ±15 K when passing through the transitions. Shown in (A), as up- and
downtriangles, during the cooling and heating through the phase transition for the
cholesterol-free system.

Chapter 4

Membrane inclusions
Lipid membranes can to a certain extent adapt their hydrophobic thickness to
match inclusions and reduce the hydrophobic miss-match energy. The free energy
cost for introducing an inclusion into the bilayer may in a continuum approximation
be written as an integral over the spatially varying free energy cost to change the
membrane thickness in order to adapt the membrane a protrusion. This may be
written as an integral over a Taylor expansion in bilayer thickness.
∫∫
[
]
1
F [t] =
ke |t − t0 |2 + γ|∇t|2 + kd |∇2 t|2 dxdy.
(4.1)
2
Here t(x, y) is the bilayer thickness at the point (x, y) and t0 the preferred equilibrium thickness of the membrane. The ﬁrst term, describes the energetic cost to
deviate from this preferred thickness. The second term is a surface tension term,
which describes the cost of free energy to change the surface area of the system
due to a spatially varying thickness. The coeﬃcient γ is the surface tension (coeﬃcient), that will be zero in a system which is free to adjust its area and not subject
to strain. The third term describes the cost of free energy to have a curvature
(non-linear variation) of the bilayer thickness and is similar to the bending energy
of the bilayer but with the requirement that the bending of the two mono layers is
anti-correlated not correlated.
We deﬁne a lateral membrane length scale
[
ξ=

kd
ke

]1/4
(4.2)

a dimensionless coordinate
ρ = r/ξ = (x, y)/ξ

(4.3)

and a normalized membrane (half) thickness
f (ρ) =

h(ρ) − h0
,
h1 − h0
41

(4.4)
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The free energy can now be written as
∫∫
[ 2
]
F [f (ρ)] = 2F0
f + γ0 |∇f |2 + |∇2 f |2 dρ

(4.5)

2
With the constant
in front of the
√
√ dimensionless integral, F0 , being γ1 (h1 − h0 ) and
γ0 being γ/ kd ke where γ1 = kd ke deﬁnes a characteristic tension.
By rewriting the regular expression, Eq. 4.5, in cylindrical coordinates we obtain
( )2 (
)2 ]
∫ ∞[
df
1 d d
2
f + γ0
ρdρ.
(4.6)
F [f (ρ)] = 4πF0
ρ f
+
dρ
ρ dρ dρ
R/ξ

The function f (ρ) describes the shape of the membrane around the inclusion. We
will from here on focus on treating the Eq. 4.6 in reduced units. By using the
Euler-Lagrange equation on the integrand of the free energy expression, Eq. 4.6,
we can ﬁnd the resulting diﬀerential equation.
( d2 f (ρ)
3
d4 f (ρ)
df (ρ) )
3 d f (ρ)
2
2
ρ4
+
2ρ
−
(1
−
γ
ρ
)
ρ
−
ρ
+ ρ4 f (ρ) = 0. (4.7)
0
dρ4
dρ3
dρ2
dρ
We now specialize to a bilayer with surface tension zero. The diﬀerential equation may then be written as
( d2
)( d2
)
1 d
1 d
+
−i
+
+ i f (ρ) = 0.
(4.8)
2
2
dρ
ρ dρ
dρ
ρ dρ
and has solutions given by the zeroth order Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind J0 (ρeπi/4 )
and the zeroth order modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind K0 (ρeπi/4 ). This
is the well known Kelvin diﬀerential equation [106] that has solutions
f (ρ) =
+
≡

a0 ℜ[J0 (ρeπi/4 )] + a1 ℑ[J0 (ρeπi/4 )]
a2 ℜ[K0 (ρeπi/4 )] + a3 ℑ[K0 (ρeπi/4 )].

(4.9)
(4.10)

a0 ber0 (ρ) + a1 bei0 (ρ) + a2 ker0 (ρ) + a3 kei0 (ρ).

(4.11)

The solution space is decomposed in two regions: an inner and an outer region.
The ber and bei functions deﬁne limited solutions in the region [0,R/ξ), while the
ker and kei functions have limited solutions in the region [R/ξ,∞). We let Ω denote
any of the two intervals. One can treat both regions simultaneously by introducing
g and ĝ, where they denote the ker and kei or ber and bei pair in their respective
regions. We also denote the real functions constant b0 and imaginary functions
constant b1 . The constants are then normalized in their speciﬁc regions by the
cross product
n(ρ) ≡ ĝ0′ (ρ)g0 (ρ) − ĝ0 (ρ)g0′ (ρ)
(4.12)
One can also deduce the following relations for the Kelvin functions
1 d d
ρ ĝ0 = g0
ρ dρ dρ

1 d d
ρ g0 = −ĝ0
ρ dρ dρ

(4.13)
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Which in turn means that the free energy can be written as
(
)∫ [
]
2
2
F [f ] = 4πF0 b0 + b1
ĝ02 (ρ) + g02 (ρ) ρdρ

(4.14)

Ω

We seek solutions that are bounded in the our region of interest and have therefore to put the coeﬃcients in front of the exponentially diverging solutions to zero.
The boundary conditions for f and f ′ at ρ = R/ξ, determines the other two constants. By introducing the boundary conditions as:
f (R/ξ) = ψ and f ′ (R/ξ) = ψ ′ ,

(4.15)

we may express the constants as
b0 =

ψ Ĝ′ − ψ ′ Ĝ
,
N

b1 =

ψ ′ G − ψG′
N

(4.16)

with N = n(R/ξ) as speciﬁed by Eq. 4.12 and G = g(R/ξ). By inserting the solution from Eq. 4.11 with the constants from Eq. 4.16 into Eq. 4.14 straightforward
calculations give the free energy as a function of the initial derivative, ψ ′ as
∫
]
[ 2
4πF0
2
′
′
′ 2
′
′
2
(ρ)
ρdρ.
(4.17)
(ρ)
+
g
F (ψ ) =
((ψ
G
−
ψG
)
+
(ψ
Ĝ
−
ψ
Ĝ)
)
ĝ
0
0
N2
Ω
Minimizing the free energy with respect to ψ ′ gives
ψ′ = ψ

GG′ + ĜĜ′
G2 + Ĝ2

,

(4.18)

which in the planar limit
ψ
R/ξ → ∞ yields |ψ ′ | → √ .
2

(4.19)

Since the inner region grows in an exponential fashion the derivative will be positive,
while the outer region decays exponentially. In order to map to regions together
one can specify ψ to some value for ker and kei (outer region) and the negative
value for ber and bei (inner region). The actual values are not important since the
solution is expressed in reduced units.
Solving the free energy integral, see Eq. 4.14, and introducing the sign S yields
F [R/ξ] = 4πF0

) ]
R[ ( 2
S b0 + b21 N
ξ

(4.20)

S takes the value 1 in the interior and -1 in the exterior region. The expression in
brackets is simple to evaluate and goes to √12 . The kelvin expression and resulting
error of the planar approximation, Eq. 4.21, can be viewed in Fig. 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Planar approximation error in the interior and exterior region

F (R/ξ) = 4πF0

√
) ]
R[ ( 2
S b0 + b21 N ≈ F0 2π 2R/ξ.
ξ

(4.21)

The last approximation is exact in the planar limit (R/ξ = ∞) but good even for
small R/ξ. In the outer region the error is close to 10% even at as small values as
R/ξ = 0.5. The free energy may be divided by the length of the membrane protein
interface in the membrane plane and viewed as the line tension
γL =

√ F0
F
≈ 2 ,
2πR
ξ

(4.22)

for any of the two regions.

Rigid protein description
For a rigid cylindrical protein, using the dimensionless variables, we have immediately one of the boundary conditions f (R/ξ) = ψ = 1 while the initial derivative
f ′ (R/ξ) = ψ ′ has to be determined by minimizing the free energy. The solution is
shown as a function of the shifted coordinate χ = ρ − R/ξ for diﬀerent values of
the parameter R/ξ in Fig. 4.2. The inset shows the variation of the initial derivative
with inverse inclusion radius. The line tension, which for a ﬂuid phase bilayer, will
be up to 9 pN (30% mismatch). The free energy cost for including a single α-helix
(radius 0.8 nm) will then be 30 kJ/mol (at 30% mismatch). For larger membrane
proteins, the energy will scale proportional to the radius.
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Figure 4.2: Analytical solutions to Eq. 4.7 as a function of χ = ρ−R/ξ for diﬀerent
values of the parameter R/ξ. The inset depicts the initial derivative towards inverse
radius of the inclusion.

4.1

Soft membrane inclusions

The ﬁxed boundary conditions at the edge of the protein are replaced by the requirement that the solutions in the two regions match at the interface. This has
been done for coupled protein trimer clusters [107], but it is not obvious that the
same free energy model is appropriate for a protein region as for the membrane,
even less so that the protein-membrane proﬁle need to have continuous derivatives at the boundary. However, if the other (inner) region is a membrane with
diﬀerent composition e.g. a region rich in cholesterol (raft), the same model definitely applies. The two regions are then characterized by having diﬀerent bulk
thickness’s, hI and hII and diﬀerent values for the two material constants which
could be expressed in terms of diﬀerent correlation lengths, ξI and ξII and diﬀerent
characteristic tensions γ1 (γI and γII ).
The treatment of the inner region within the Kelvin formalism is doable with
the ber and bei functions since only these are bounded in origo. The ber function
starts out at 1 while the bei starts at 0. By solving for the boundary condition
f (R/ξI ) = ψI and f ′ (R/ξI ) = ψI′ ,

(4.23)

The solutions are designed independent of each other but nonetheless form a
continuous function in physical units, by construction. There are diﬀerent material properties and hydrophobic length scales in the two regions in physical units.
As such it is clear that the derivative will generally not be continuous across the
boundary. Diﬀerent membrane regions will generally not have the same characteristic length scale. The elasticity of the two regions means that some of the deformation will be distributed between the interior and exterior. Membrane regions with
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diﬀerent composition, like rafts, may be several tens of nm in size and may thus be
modeled as having a radius of curvature that is much larger than the membrane correlation length. Solutions in planar geometry might be suﬃcient for this problem.
One consistent way of obtaining a reasonable free energy relation is by ﬁxing ψ and
continuing with the cylindrical treatment. We note that by letting ψI = √ 2ξI 2
and ψII

= √ ξ2II

ξII +ξI

ξII +ξI2

we will have ψ ∈ [0, 1]. From Eq. 4.16, 4.18 and 4.21 it is clear

that the line tension can be combined as
√
γL = 2∆h2

√

2
γI2 + γII
2
ξII + ξI2

(4.24)

All of the included constants are known from mechanical properties of the membrane.

4.2

Physical Units

Although the previous treatment simpliﬁed a lot using dimensionless units, it is
not complete without reintroducing the physical units. The material constants ke
and kd are not directly accessible from experiment although from some simulations [108] and [109]. We use instead as ’benchmark’ input the bending modulus,
kc , the area compressibility modulus, KA and the half membrane thickness, h0 .
Experimental values for these quantities are available for several systems of which
a few are presented in Table 4.1. We then assume that the anti-correlated bending
modulus, kd is equal to the correlated one, kc , which based on simulations is correct within a factor 2 [84]. Further, we assume that the thickness ﬂuctuations of
the membrane occur under approximately constant volume, and may calculate the
thickness compressibility modulus, ke , from the area compressibility modulus as
ke =

KA
.
4h20

(4.25)

This gives the correlation length and characteristic tension
(
ξ=

kd
ke

)1/4

(
=

4kc h20
KA

)1/4
and γ1 =

√

kd ke =

√
kc KA
2h0

(4.26)

For a ﬂuid phase bilayer composed of saturated lipids (DMPC, ﬁrst row in Table 4.1)
ke = 1.9 · 1016 J m−4 , ξ = 1.4 nm and γ1 =36 mN/m. More ordered bilayers have
larger kc as well as KA which results in larger values for γ1 while the correlation
remains fairly constant. For a single α-helix the radius will be about 0.8 nm. This
means that accessible R/ξ will range from about 0.6 for a single alpha-helix up to
the order of 1 − 2 for larger membrane proteins. The thickness proﬁles, in Fig. 4.3,
agrees well with the theoretical predictions from the inclusion model. The order
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Figure 4.3: The thickness proﬁle of the ﬂuid DPPC membrane in the interface
around an inclusion in reduced units. Simulated thickness proﬁles (full lines) are
compared to our continuum results (dashed lines). Here ξ = 1.3, ∆h = 0.9, 0.7, 0.6
and R = ∞, 2.6, 0.8 for the planar inclusion, the bR complex and the gramicidin
dimer respectively. The circles show the averaged Schain order parameter at a
distance from the planar inclusion. The thickness proﬁles have been up shifted
successively by 0.25 between the diﬀerent systems.
Table 4.1: Material constants for some lipid bilayers
Lipid
KA [mN m−1 ] kc [10−20 J] h∗0 [nm] γ1 [mN m−1 ]
a
DMPC (ﬂuid)
234
6.9
1.77
36
DOPC/Cholb
870
7.4
1.95
65
DMPC/Cholc
700
25
2.25
94
DMPCd (gel)
855
30
2.23
114
diC13:0e
239
5.6
1.71
34
diC14:0e
234
5.6
1.76
33
diC18:1e
265
8.5
1.85
41
diC18:2e
247
4.4
1.75
30
diC18:3e
244
3.8
1.71
28
diC20:4e
250
4.4
1.72
30
41
diC22:1e
263
12.0
2.18
a
Pure (ﬂuid) DMPC (dimyristoylphosphatidylcholin) [110].
b
50% Cholesterol and DOPC (dioleylphosphatidylcholin) [111].
c
50% Cholesterol and DMPC [112].
d
Pure (gel) DMPC [113].
e
diacyl-PC lipids from [82].
∗
Taken from half the distance between the head group peaks in the electron
density proﬁle, DHH .

Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ξ [nm]
1.4
1.1
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.7
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of mechanical models for the lipid bilayers in Table 4.1

parameter, Schain , of the lipid chains show more order in regions with a thicker
membrane.
The line tension of two soft regions can be deduced by Eq. 4.24. For a DOPC/cholesterol
region embedded in DMPC we obtain γL = 1.9pN.
By comparing the quota of the bending modulus and the area compressibility
one may deduce diﬀerent values depending on the theoretical model. For an elastic,
polymer brush and inclusion model we have
√
kc
h
h
ξ2
=√ ,
and
(4.27)
KA
2h
48 24
respectively, where h is the full hydrophobic thickness of the bilayer. By comparing
the numerical result for the diﬀerent lipids in Table 4.1 it is clear that elasticity
and our inclusion theory describes qualitatively the same quota, see Fig. 4.4.

Chapter 5

Phase transitions in lecithin
bilayers
The study of phase transitions is a vast and important ﬁeld of study within statistical physics. Phase transitions are generally described as ﬁrst order or higher
order. The ﬁrst order transitions are those that clearly generate latent heat and
where the ﬁrst derivative of the free energy has a sharp peak like structure yielding
the discontinuity in the enthalpy.
Cp ≡

( ∂H )
∂T

(5.1)
p

If any higher derivative obtains a sharp peak at the phase transition so that the
speciﬁc heat diverge at the transition temperature then it is usually considered a
higher order transition. Two classical models were central in developing the physical
understanding of phase transitions and these are the van der Waals model for liquidgas systems and the ferromagnet Ising model for order-disorder transitions [114].
Mathematically they look identical close to the phase transition. Usually the states
are described by the energy and an order parameter. In the Ising model the order
parameter is zero in one phase and one in the other. The transition is abrupt at
the critical temperature. Both of the models are signiﬁcant to diacyl-PC lipids
and mixtures of lipid molecules since these systems can exhibit both transitions.
There is usually a melting transition, taking the system from a solid to a liquid, but
also an order-disorder transition, where parts of the molecule ensemble undergoes
a transition and obtains global order or disorder.
In molecular dynamics simulations the enthalpy never diverges in a single trajectory. The ordered and disordered states are both simulated using the same
Hamiltonian close to some reference temperature, often employing a stochastic
thermostat. The state cannot be switched entirely as can be done in Monte Carlo
simulations, but one chooses an equilibrated starting conformation situated in a
speciﬁc phase. One can use starting structures close to and on both sides of the
49
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Figure 5.1: Left: Area per lipid during the SA. Right: The uncorrelated area per
lipid during the downhill transition. The dashed lines correspond to the ﬁrst sigma
deviation of the area

transition, but since temperature is distributed around its mean value a given starting state close to the transition will have an increasing amount of transient defects
such as clusters and domain walls forming and dissolving [115]. As a result there
will never emerge a divergent or discontinuous property in the strict mathematical
sense. Instead all divergent thermodynamic derivatives will have rounded peaks.
Lattice or ﬂuid defects will have a larger inﬂuence on systems with a small number
of particles than on a large system since correlations lengths at small scales will
be comparable to the system size. Thus inﬂuencing the critical behaviour of the
system as it approaches the transition temperature. The dependence of thermodynamic properties on the system size facilitates the study of the ﬁnite size eﬀects in
order to determine critical exponents and the transition temperature [91].
By simulating from several slightly diﬀerent starting temperatures one can generate several diﬀerent initial conﬁgurations for each of the phases. By performing a slow linear change to the simulated reference temperature one can obtain
a transition path between the phases. This is usually called simulated annealing.
Simulated annealing works by changing the temperature according to some scheme
in order to remove metastable states and reach the structure with the lowest energy.
All the initial conﬁgurations will yield diﬀerent condensation/melting paths. There
is an inherent drag in the simulation due to the starting phase stability where the
initiation of the transition is time dependent and stochastic. By studying the transition from both phases one can get a better estimate of the transition temperature
and the changes to the system quantities.
We employed a stochastic thermostat and annealed the bilayer temperature
with a constant annealing velocity. By directly calculating a mean thermodynamic
property and a mean temperature at a speciﬁc point in time for a speciﬁc trajectory
we may obtain results such as in the left graph in Fig. 5.1. If we on the other hand
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Figure 5.2: A) Shows the area per lipid with dashed lines that correspond to the
ﬁrst sigma deviation of the area. B) Shows the area compressibility modulus of the
lipid bilayer. C) Depicts the Enthalpy change of the system. D) corresponds to the
temperature derivative of the enthalpy Cp

calculate the longest autocorrelation decay time (τmax ) and re-bin all uncorrelated
data (separated in time t > τmax ) in temperature and then calculate mean values
and standard deviations for that bin then we can obtain results such as in the right
hand side of Fig. 5.1 [116]. We did not derive an analytical model for setting the
annealing speed. Instead the annealing velocity was determined by studying the
autocorrelation of the area, energy, pressure and temperature for a given constant
temperature simulation, conceived to be ergodic. A change rate (σT /tc ) was calculated for a temperature control time tc >> τmax and was subsequently used as
the fastest annealing rate to be considered reasonable. This treatment is similar to
previous work done on phase transitions [117], if one consider the longest autocorrelation time to be the system relaxation time. The hysteresis was not found to be
signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by changing the annealing time length. For a pure lecithin
bilayer it is clear that the hysteresis is quite large and the jump in order parameter
or density can be suﬃciently calculated from either the freezing or melting transition, see Fig. 5.1. Calculating a transition quantity from the freezing pathway will
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underestimate it while the melting transition will yield an overestimate.
Many thermodynamics relations exists that facilitates numerical estimates of
observable quantities from simulation averages or their derivatives. A quantity
derivative can also be re-expressed in its thermodynamic ﬂuctuations. The projected area of the bilayer is sensitive to many parameters and diﬀers clearly between
diﬀerent phases. It can also be related to the chain order and thus serve as an order
parameter measure. The ﬂuctuations of the area per lipid is directly related to the
area compressibility via the thermodynamic relation
(
)
∂γ
AkB T
akB T
KA ≡ A
=
=
.
(5.2)
2
∂A T,V
σA
Nl σa2
Where A is the total membrane area, Nl is the number of lipid molecules and a is
the area per lipid (A/Nl ). The results are reported in Fig. 5.2 from which is clear
that the average KA in the Lα phase is ≈ 200 dyn cm−1 , which is in line with
experimental values and becomes roughly an order of magnitude larger in the Lβ
phase.
In the same way the heat capacity can be rewritten as
Cp =

2
σH
.
kB T 2

(5.3)

If the thermostat and barostat are producing ergodic and thermodynamically consistent trajectories then these diﬀerent forms should all produce the same result.
Finite size scaling, see Fig. 5.3, of the DPPC membrane show that the integrated
latent heat is ≈ 31 kJ mol−1 , which is an underestimate
from the cooling trajec√
tory. The peak height is not well described by N behaviour but seems to scale
as ≈ N 0.738 . It should be noted that the molecular dynamics simulations does
not produce a consistent scaling of the jump temperature with system size. There
might still exist problems with the amount of starting states used or it could be
linked to either the barostat or time integrator.
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Figure 5.3: Heat capacity for DPPC simulated with diﬀerent system sizes calculated
from the enthalpy ﬂuctuations σH .

Chapter 6

Errors
Two fundamental types of errors are encountered during molecular dynamics simulations. The ﬁrst is the regular statistical errors stemming from insuﬃcient sampling
of the ensemble. These are generally reduced to zero for long simulations where the
entire accessible phase space is sampled and each conﬁguration is visited so that the
correct weight can be determined. The second type is not an inherent simulation
error, but rather the test of whether our model is an accurate description of reality.
One way of determining it is with a χ2 test [118, 119].

6.1

Simulation errors

With the onset of highly parallel code and the need to properly sample biological
kinetics at increasingly long times the need to store the trajectory also becomes
a source of error. Since a long trajectory containing many particles grows in size
quickly one can reduce the demand on storage by skipping time frames or by reducing the accuracy of the data stored. The ﬁrst method can lead to events being left
unsampled even though they have occurred, while the latter can lead to artefacts
in various functions. The standard method of skipping frames is by specifying an
output time. This removes the corresponding frequencies from the simulation. One
way of keeping all the temporal frequencies that are present in the simulation is by
randomly choosing which frames to store in the trajectory. This will require usage
of an unequally spaced Fourier transform [120]. Another method is to perform
several simulations with diﬀerent output times.
It is well known that the reduction in accuracy eﬀectively means that one is
sampling the trajectory on a real spaced grid where the mesh size is set by the
lowest decimal. The trajectory is simulated in real xyz-space so the simulation
is restricted to a cubical mesh. Distribution functions or structure factors are
often calculated in spherical or cylindrical symmetry by summing up contributions
binned in the new coordinate system. The function will have spurious details and
can obtain Moiré patterns if it is sub-sampled, i.e. see page 151 Fig. 6.2 in [121].
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Figure 6.1: Left: Sub-sampled toy rdf. The resulting Moiré pattern depends on
how the data is stored, transformed and binned. Right: Fluid phase area per lipid
run
autocorrelation function, (CAA
(t)).

This can have a profound eﬀect on rdf’s where extra Moiré beams, rings or dipole
patterns can emerge, see Fig. 6.1. If the sampling frequency is equal to the double
signal bandwidth then these problems can be alleviated. This is done by storing the
trajectory with suﬃcient accuracy, which can be determined by using the Nyquist
criterion [122]. The bandwidth is the highest frequency (inverse spatial decimal
accuracy) or for dynamic structure factors the inverse time step. The optical Moiré
phenomena can also occur for well resolved structures that are super positioned
on top of each other, i.e. the dodecagonal quasicrystal like structure in ordered
bilayers.
The regular statistical errors associated with the standard deviation in mean
properties can be estimated by studying the autocorrelation function, (see e.g.
Allen & Tildesly p 196). We have, for some quantity A,
∫
1 T ′
run
CAA
(t) =< A(t)A(0) >=
dt A(t′ )A(t′ + t).
(6.1)
T 0
run
The average can be estimated as CAA
(0) =< A2 >run with the error expressed as
√
σA (< A(t)A(0) >run ) = 2τ /T (1 − CAA (t)/ < A2 >run ) < A2 >run
(6.2)

where τ is the autocorrelation decay time, see Fig. 6.1. If the quantity A can be
calculated for single particles or molecules then the error estimated can be improved
by√
averaging each frame over the parts. The error will then be scaled by a factor
1/ Nparts .

6.2. MODELING ERRORS
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Figure 6.2: Calculated and experimental neutron structure factor comparison for
the reparameterized united atom lipid model. The ﬁlled symbols at q=0 were
calculated from membrane bulk properties. A: DPPC ﬂuid phase and B: DPPC gel
phase. C: DMPC ﬂuid phase.

When the autocorrelation function has an appreciable tail then another way of
estimating the error is via block averaging, the details of which have been covered
in [123]. The trajectory is divided into N segments and an average value of A is
computed for each. If the averages are considered to be independent, a standard
error estimate can be calculated by dividing the standard deviation of these averages
by N.

6.2

Modeling errors

How relevant a model is can be determined via regular statistical measures. We
assume that the simulation data is well sampled so that the simulation error is an
order of magnitude lower than the experimental error. Then we can formulate a
χ2 test. The diﬀerence between the simulated data and the experimental data is
determined using Eq. 6.3,
v
u
)2
N (
u
∑
1
|Fs (qi )| − k|Fe (qi )|
2
χ =t
,
(6.3)
(N − 1) i=1
k∆Fe (qi )
with Fs being the simulated and Fe the experimental form factors. ∆Fe is the es-
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timated uncertainty of the experimental data. The scaling factor, k that minimizes
the diﬀerence between experiment and simulation is
∑N
k=

|Fs (qi )||Fe (qi )|
(∆Fe (qi ))2
∑N ( |Fe (qi )| )2
i=1 ∆Fe (qi )
i=1

(6.4)

The answer that one obtains in this way is how well the simulation data describes the
experimental dataset given at a conﬁdence level corresponding to the experimental
errors. A measure close to 1 generally means that the model is sound. χ2 values,
calculated from the data in Fig. 6.2, are 2.6 and 7.5 for the DPPC gel phase with
50% and 100% deuterium respectively. The largest χ2 values are obtained for gel
phase DPPC.
A ﬁnal metric can be obtained by calculating the relative error using
σE =

N
1 ∑ ||Fs (qi )| − |Fe (qi )||
N i=1
|Fe (qi )|

(6.5)

Chapter 7

Conclusions and discussion
Classical atomic models of lipids, alkanes and proteins are simple and will permit
better statistical sampling than quantum mechanical models. There are, however,
properties that cannot be sampled with a classical simulation. Proteins contain
charged residues and are involved in many chemical reactions. In enzymatic reactions electron density will change and redistribute itself in order to minimize the
total free energy. This thesis highlights the need for diﬀerent methodologies when
treating biological systems. When describing activity or equilibrium properties one
can either propose models based on empirical data or directly from theory. There
is no deﬁnitive answer to whether the bottom up or top down approach is to be
preferred.
The zinc ion will polarize its environment and reorganizes charged molecules
around it. During a classical simulation of the protein analogue the coordinating
species will switch as water and protein residues switch between metastable free
energy minima. The resulting list of coordinating structures can be used to calculate corrections to the classical forceﬁeld stemming from sub-sampled electron
redistribution. Experimental X-ray techniques, such as EXAFS, can be used to
probe the structure coordinating the zinc ion. Since the same type of symmetry
is preserved for the coordination spheres, in HLADH, using both a classical and
a quantum mechanical description one can consistently integrate between the different Hamiltonians. Classical thermodynamic integration facilitates calculation of
zinc release and the classical free energy of binding to which quantum mechanical
corrections can be added to yield qualitatively correct binding energies.
Particle models of lipid membranes form the basis cell membrane modelling.
Lipid and sterol mixtures are known to obtain diﬀerent mechanical properties depending on the composition. This thesis also explores the phase transition properties of diacyl-PC lipids mixed with cholesterol. The pure lipid bilayers undergo
a melting/freezing transition where the lipid molecule switch between having its
carbohydrate chains occupying speciﬁc lattice positions or diﬀusing freely in the
plane. The order and disorder of the carbohydrate chains are inﬂuenced by choles59
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terol. Creating order in the liquid phase and disorder, by perturbing the lattice,
in the solid phase. The melting and freezing pathway may be sampled using simulated annealing and re-binning uncorrelated data in histograms to yield thermodynamic properties. From such simulations it is clear that the transition softens
with increased cholesterol content, but remains discernible for all concentrations
where cholesterol is miscible. The qualitative diﬀerence between the phases can
be depicted using structural information such as in a 2D rdf or by using a regular
correlation function for the lateral and angular order.
Analytical models of membrane elasticity and inclusions are eﬀective in describing the mechanical properties of the membrane. One important feature of cylindrical inclusions in membranes is that the free energy cost of the cylinder can be
rewritten as a line tension times the circumference of the inclusion. The membrane
thickness proﬁle depends on the radius of the cylinder and one single lipid property,
a correlation length that is determined by the ratio of the thickness compressibility
and bending moduli. The free energy cost involved with the membrane deformation
due to the inclusion of a non-matching membrane protein can be extended to treat
soft membrane regions. The line tension will be up the order of 10 pN for ﬂuid
phase bilayers with a protein inclusion and 1-2 pN for soft inclusions, such as a
DOPC/cholesterol region in DPPC. It is also shown that the cylindrical treatment
can be approximated, to good degree, with a planar solution.
We have shown that a re-tuning of a force ﬁeld for DPPC is needed to describe
both the ﬂuid and gel phases of membranes properly. We derive a relation for scaling
n-alkane force ﬁeld parameters without changing the densities of the higher alkanes,
while increasing the potential energy and melting temperature of the hydrocarbons.
The derived charges of the diacyl-PC headgroup yield dipole components in the
range suggested by experiments. The modiﬁed force ﬁeld produces a gel with
correct area per lipid, tilt, NMR order parameters, x-ray and neutron structure
factors. We show that the gel phase lipids has a small but non-negligible fraction
gauche-bonds. The orientation of the P-N-dipoles were found to be uncorrelated
with the orientation of the triangular lattice formed by the chains as well as the
chain tilt direction. On the other hand we found that the collective tilt direction
in between two lattice vectors.
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